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When a man does not know what harbor he
is making for, no wind is right Oind.

Samoa

CHAPTER I

INTRODUSTION

Daring the past two decades, the expansion in higher education enrollment,

programs, and facilities has been extraordinary. It was particularly so in the

19601s in most of the fifty states. However, higher education in America has

reached a Point of watershed. Forecasters generally agree that enrollment

increase during the 1970s $ will be slowing down due to declining birth rates

and a decreasing desire to attend college due to unsatisfactory pay-off after

graduation. Furthermore, it is valid to assume that the college population in

the 197010 brill be nixed with nest college students; there will be more students

from the working classes possessing relatively lower levels of scholastic

ability (Cross, 1971).

Antagonism in the colleges and universities reached a peak in 1970 in the

wake of campus upheavals following the invasion of Cembodia and the shooting

at Kent State University. Public displeasure with institutions of higher

learning has been mounting in the recent years. Student radicalism and campus

disorder along with other social/political and demographic changes pushed the

colleges and universities toward the watershed.

The most important and not stated heretofore are the present economic

realities. The cost of goods and services has risen steadily for some years,

and more recently the rise has been extremely sharp. Taxpayers become increas-

ingly reluctant to pay for the support of colleges and universities as is the

care for public education. Inflation, relatively fewer jobs as well as dissatis-



faction in the market for college graduates, unpredictable economic future, and

limited public revenues for the public higher education institutions have been

pushing colleges toward a cost squeeze. Byrnes and Tussing call this "The

Resource Gap" -- "the difference between available resources and needed

resources" (Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1971).

College administrators have responded to these new circumstances in many

different ways. Enamples are various --hiring slueezes, investigations of faculty

workload, minimizing equipment purchases, postponing capital outlays, freezing

facility salaries, etc. An emerging reaction to tte general fiscal dilemma from a

good many state ca;dtals is the concept of effectiveness. The core of this

concept at a college or university is that how much of the purposes and object-

ives of the institution can be achieved hy allocating limited public resources,

according to some criteria set forth based on interests of all concerned.

These factors have caused the colleges and universitiei_to re-define their

missions and roles. The issue cf neu nissions and rolee of higher education

institutions has been meetly mach debated.

College and university leaders now face the issue of taking initiative In

proposing terms by which effectiveness of the college can he measured. Colleges

must organize to plan and justify their perfornance in relationship to limited

financial rescurces. Goals and objectives of all units of the college need to be

clearly defined and procedures for evaluating the effectiveness of all programs

must be developed. When results of evaluation are prepared, college leaders have

to communicate evidence of effectiveness to those who, in the final analysis,

decide how the money is to be allocated. This process is also necessary within the

college community.

A climate of active support and ready participation le imperative to the

success of planning and evaluation. Most critical to a coli_aLOsplanning and

evaluation is a ccnsciousness uith the college community of the zoela.._et_the
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institution. Assessment of institutiohal effectiveness'is most sensibly under-
*

stood as determination of the extent to which set forth goals are being achieved.

Recently various external forces have pressed educational institutions to

evaluate their effectiveness and accountability for their use of fiscal

resources. Continuously increasing demands on higher education institutions to

assume new fUnctions and programs have forced institutions to choose among

alternative emphases and priorities. Instituting some new programs may necessi-

tate cutting back on some existing programs. Then, how can colleges embrace

new missions and roles while retaining and improving existing ones? By what

criteria should an-tAiiltution make such de.cisions?---."-
..

Sti_rteme_it of the Problem

Needless to emphasize, institutional effectiveness may be best understood

in terms of the degree of achievenent of accepted institutional goals and pro-

gram objectives. The college conmunity should be able to articulate the beliefs

and aspirations its present constituent groups hold about unique goals for the

institution. Goals of any institution must be developed in such ways that are

meaningful to all constituencies, supporters, and potential supporters if the

institution wants to survive and progress. Goal setting at the public insti-

tutions should involve integrating expectations and aspirations of people on

the campus together with those of citizens. In addition, taxpayers and educa-

tional, industrial, and other organizational leaders should have opportunities

to express their interests in the college.

in reference to Vele discussions given above, several questions are readily

conceivable. Specific questions that need to be investigated are provided el

follows:

1. What are the major goals of the college perceived by

constituent groups on and off the campus?
i. 8
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2. How diversely do constituent groups, on and'off the

campus, perceive the goals of the college?

3. Which goals are considered more important than

others, and to what extent do constituent groups

agree about the importance of various goals?

4. To what extent do constituent groups aspire to

accomplish the goals of the college? Or, how much

do constituent groups feel dissatisfaction with the

current conditions of goal importance?

ill.M12.2E:02.4tPaT

The concept of an institutional goal is a vertel abstraction. As a

ódnceptual tool it can be enormously useful in deliberating, determining, and

evaluating policies and practices of the institution. This study provides bases

on which .to make rational decisions on hr. the college may embrace new missions

while retaining and improving existing ones, and on which to establish criteria

usefUl in decision-making.

The purpose of this study, therefore, is to obtain broad information

concerning institutional goals, which will serve tbe following purposes of the

institution;

1. Agreed-upon concepts of institutional goals would seem

to serve as the basic element in a formulation of the

institution's philosophy, ideology, and policy. Stated

goals would seem to help integrate assumptions, values,

and hopes for the institution into a coherent policy

which, in turn, provides standards for present and future

college operations.

2. The agreed-upon goals would be used as decision standards

-4-
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by all college constituencies.

3. The level of importance of fnstitutional goals would

seem to provide bases for the outset of the planning

process.

4. Institutional goals would seem to be valuable in

developing the college management information system.

5. The information of institutional goals seems to be

useful for evaluating the institutional programs

objectives.

6. The agreed-upon and stated goals would be used in,

implementing instltutional accountability.

Yrocedures

One of the most important fUnctions of the Office of Institutional Research

is to provide objective information and data regarding purposes, objectives,
!

programs, and activities of the college. The Institutional Goks Inventory

(IGI), developed by the Filuaational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey,

is a new instrument designed to aid institutions in defining institutional goals,

establishing priorities among these goals, and providing direction to an insti-

tution's present and future planning and management. The IGI is one way of

providing a high or:der of academic statesmanship which will be required, at

several levels, to reach goal accommodations reasonably satis4ing to all

involved. Broad participation in institutional goal setting can be realized

through the use of an instrument such as the IGI. One of the most important

points here is that various constraints in the planning process must be decided

upon through democratic participation.

This IGI instrument was deviVed on the beats of.tested malue of the

1 0
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Delphi Technique* (Gordon and Ament, 1969; and Helmer, 1966). This f'orm
10

contains both IS and SHOULD BE ratings along a five-point scale; that is, the

participants can indicate their perception of how important the goal currently

is on the campus and their opinione about how important it should be. The

instrument contained ninety prestruotured goal statements, twenty locally

prewed goal statements, and six items for additional local uses.

The questionnaire was distributed with the College President's letter

requesting cooperation of fiv4 constituent groups. Recipients were 160 faculty

members, 180 undergraduate studente, 80 graduate students$ 20 administrators,

and 100 coo:vanity representatives.

The students were selected randomly from two populations, graduate and

undergraduate (juniors and seniors). Members of administrative staff were

chosen from those who are closest to institutional policy formulation. The

community representatives are carefully selected with the greatest emphasis

on regiOnal education community.

Due to the fact that each constituent group was requested to complete and

return the questionnaire at the end of the Spring Semester, the response rate

was not-as high as anticipated. As shown in Table 1, there were 96 from faculty,

members, 58 fx)m undergraduate students, 28 from graduate students, 19 from

administrators, and 31 from community rerresentatives.

Definition of 22ral glad

The words HfUnctions,* *purpose," "goals,* *objectives," etc. have been

repeatedly used in any discussion on higher education management. It would be

useful, therefore, to set forth several working definitions and conceptual

*The Delphi Technique is a tool developed by the Rand Corporation in thc.
early 1950's whereby consensus among diverse constituent groups regarding insti-
tutional goais can Le reachod uithout Any face-to-face contact among its

members.



distinctiots used in this study.

"pinctions of a college or university refer to activities of the insti-

tution.that are functionally related to other social institutions. Such

functions usually have evolved over time through trial and error experiments.

Purpose refers to stated conceptions of the missions of the system.

Lelia refer to particularly specified ends, outputs, and priorities estab-

lished for a single college or mniverAity. These are institutional goals.

alma= refer to ends of various component units, programs and services.

The distinction between output and spiiort peas is between those that are

manifested in a product of BODO kind (output goals) and those which are the ends

of persons (support goals) responsitae for the maintenance activities of the

organization (Gross, 1968).

Dslimitationq

This study deals with ninety prestructured goal statement questions and

twenty-six locally prepared questions. The ninety goal statement questions

compose twenty goal areas. Bach goal,area comprises four goal statoments.

One limitation of this study is that it diSnot exhaust locally relevant

goal statements with reference to sub.:units of the college. Another limitation

,is that respuase rates of constituent groups except one were not as high as they

sdght be. A larger sample size of each.constituent group would make the results

of this study more meaningful. The questionnaire should be administered again,

even periodically oVer a fixed interval of time.

12
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CHAPTAa II

GUIDE TO INTERPRETING RESULTS*

The Institutional Zap. Inventort-ingjilg

Tho Institutional Goals Inventory Form 1, the first operationa/form of

/GI, is the culmination of nearly two and one half years of developmental work,

both conceptual and empirical. Two preliminary, experimental versions were

constructed and pilot tested. Tbe first of these forms was used in a spring

1970 study at five institutions in the Carolinas and Virginia which involved

some 1000 respondents representing all the key constituent groups, including

community people residing in the vicinity of each institution (Uhl, 1971). The

second, a revised form, was used in a spring 1971 project involving 1300 faculty

and students at ten colleges and universities on the west coast (Peterson, 1972a).

Prior to developing item contents for each version of the IGI, includipg

the present one, substantial efforts, involving ETS staff and groups of out-

side consultants, were devoted to developing a conceptual framework that would

underliethe instrument. The general objective was to set down a conceptualization

of the important kinds of goals embraced by the total spectrum of American

colleges and universities --putaic universities, independent colleges, two-year

colleges, church»related institutions, and so forth. The conceptual framework

(and the contents of the Inventory) changed with eaOh new version of the

instrument, with thc,cl!pnges neant to reflect imiortant new goal conceptions

in American higher edilcition.!*

*All descriptions pertaining to GUIDE TO INTERPRETING RESULTS are derived
from the documented original IGI Report copy of Frostburg State College.

**Revised theoretical frameworks will underly subsequent forms of /G/
(Forms 2, 3, etc.) developed in the years ahead.
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,The theoretical framework for IGI Form 1 consists of 20 "goal areas,"

divided into two general categories. The first set of goal areas are conceived

as "output," substantive obdectives colleges may bo seeking to achieve

(qualities of graduating students, research emphases, kinds of public service,
Mo.

for example). Goals in the second general category are referred to as "process

goals," which are conceived as internal campus objectivesrelating, for the

most part, to the educational process and campus climatewhich may facilitate

achievement Of the output goals.

Descripiions 91 the ag! gal Areas*

The conceptualization on which Form 1 is based consists of the following,
outlinadin tha form of short-hand labels and descriptions of each goal area
for the 20 goal areas.

Outcome Goals

Academic Develqpment. This goal has to do with acquisition of general and
:ialized knowledge, preparation of students for advanced scholarly study,

al maintenance of high intellectual standards on the campus. (19 49 6, 9)**

Intellectual Orientation. This goal area relates to an attitude about learning
and intellectual work. It means familiarity with research and problem solving
methods, the ability to synthesize knowledge from many sources, the capacity
far self-directed learning, and a commitment to lifelong learning.

(2, 5, 7, 10)

Individual Personal Development. This goal area means identification by students
of personal goals and development of means for achieving them, enhancement of

sense of self-worth and self-confidence. (3, 8, 11, 13)

HumanitmiAltruism. This goal area reflects a respect for diverse cultures,
commitment to working for world peace, consoiousness of the important moral
iesues of the time, and concern about the welfare of man generally. (14, 17,

20, 23)

RaImaliAesthetic Awareness; This goal area entails a heightened apreciation
of a variety of art forms, required study in the humanities or arta, exposure
to forms of non-Western art, and encouragement of active student participation
in artistic activities. (15, 18, 21, 24)

*Information included under this heading is directly obtained from the ETS
Profile Chart Sheet.
**The numbers in parentheses are the four Goal Statements that make up each
Goal Area.

14



Ttaditional Raligiousneaa, This goal area is intended to mean a religiousness
that is orthodox, doctrinal, usually sectarian, and often Andamentalin short,
traditional rather than usecularn or !modern." (16, 19, 22, 25)

eq.

Vocational Presaration. This goal area means offering: specific occupational
curriculums (OLS in accounting or nursing), programs geared to blerging eareer
fields, opportunities for retraining or upgrading skills, and assistance to
students ins career planning. (26; 30, 36, 38)

Advanced Training,. This goal arua can be most readily understood simply as the
availability of postgraduate education. It means developing and maintaining
a strong and comprehensive graduate school, provlding programs in the profess-
ions, and conducting advanced study in specialized problem areas. (27, 31, 32, 41)

Research. This goal area involvss doing contract studies for external agencies
conducting basic research in the natural and social sciences, and seeking
generally to extend the frontiers of knowledge through scientific research.
(28, 34, 35, 37)

Amtine Local Asada. This goal area is defined as providing for continuing
education for adults, serving as a cultural center for the community, providing
trained manpower for local empleyers, and facilitating student involvement in
community-service activities. (29, 33, 39, 40)

Public Service. This goal area means working with governmental agencie t. in

social and environmental policy formation, committing institutional resr,rces
to the solution of major social and environmental problems, training people
from disadvantaged communities, and generally being responsive to regional
and national priorities in planning educational programs. (44, 47, 50, 51)

Social Egalitarianism. 14,is goal area has to do with open admissions and
meaningful education for all admitted, providing educational experiences rele-
vant to the svolvinv interests of minority groups and women, and offering
remedial work in ba,...c skills. (42, 45, 48, 52)

Social Criticism/Activism. This goal area means providing criticisms of pre-
vailing American values, offering ideas for changing social institutions judged
to be defective, helping studento learn how to bring about change in American
society, and being engaged, as an inotitUtion, in working for basic changes in
American society. (43, 46, 49, 53)

Proceps Goals

Freedom. This goal area is defined as protecting the right of faculty to
present controversial ideas in the classroom, not preventing students from
hearing controversial points of view, placing no restrictions on off-campus
political activities by faculty or students, and ensuring faculty and students
the freedom to choose their own life styles. (54, 57, 60, 63)

Democratic Governance. This goal area means decentralized decision-making
arrangements by which students, faculty, administrators, and governing board

15



members can all te significantly involved in campus governance; opportunity for
individusgs to participate in all decisions affecting them; and governance that
is genuinely responsive to the concerns of everyone at the institution.
(551 581 61, 64)

pommunity. This goal area is defined as maintaining a climate in which there is
faculty commitment to the general welfare of the institution, open and candid
communication, open and amicable airing of differences, and mutual trust and
respect among students, faculty, and administrators. (56, 59, 62, 65)

Intellectual/Aesthetic Environment. This goal area means a rich program of
cultural events, a campus climate that facilitates student free-time involve-
ment in intellectual and cultural activities, an environment in which students
and faculty can easily interact informally, and a reputation as an intellectually
exciting campus. (66, 691 73, 76)

Innovation. This goal area is defined as a climate in which continuous inno-
vation is an accepted way of life; it means established procedures for readily
initiating curricular or instructional innovations; end, more specifically, it
means experimentation with new approaches to individualised instruction and to
evaluating and grading student performance. (67, 70, 74, 77)

Off70ameue Learning. This goal area includes time away from the campus in
travel, work-study, VISTA work, etc.; study on several campuses during under-
graduate programs; awarding degrees for supervised study off the campus; award-
ing degrees entirely on the basis of performance on an examination. (68, 72,
75, 78)

Accountability/Efficieney. This goal area is defined to include use of cost
criteria in deciding among program alternatd concern for program efficiency,
accountability to funding sources for progrp t-lectiveness, and regular sub-
mission of evidence that the institution is achieving stated gotls. (79, 81,

831 87)

The main content of the Inventory consists of 90 goal statements. Eighty

are related to the 20 goal areas, four per goal area. The remaining ten state-

ments are miscellaneous--each reflecting a goal judged to be sufficiently

important to warrant a single item (only).

The Inventory also contains seven background questions about the respondent:-

his or her role on the campus, faculty rank, age, and so forth. In addition,

there are two optional features:

1. The first enables use of additional goal statements of
particular interest to a given campus; these goals,
prepared by the writers, are responded to on page 10

16



of the-THEtrument, and the,tabulations are included in the
standard score report.

2. The second option enables colleges to add up to six add-
itional backgraind information questions (numbered 119 to
124) for special analytic purposes by the college. In the

case of Frostburg State College, the writers prepared

questions regarding opinions toward present and prospective
program offering at both undergraduate and graduate levels.

Owing in part to Uhl's study (Uhl, 1991a, 1971b), there is currently sub-

stantial interest in the Delphi technique as a means for-acitie4ing consensus

regarding institutional gcels. In Uhl's study, a standard instrument was

administered to the save panel of respondents, with feedback information,

.including open-ended reasons given for "deviant ratings, at the time of the

second and third administrations.

While RTS can score each successive IGI administration (provide item means

and response distributions), RTS does not provide service for summarizing open -

ended.comments or for indicating Jhich alternatives were most often responded to.

Thebe aspects of an I0/..Delphi project, therefore, would have to be accomplished

at the institution.

Oresizati. Q. /a/ froatit

The general order of presentation of results in this report is listed

below. More detailed interpretive information is provided in the following

sections.

TABLE

1. Reapondanta. Response distributions in frequency and percentage
by constitutnt groups.

2. gal vja Summaries. For the total group, goal areas are
rank ordered by "IS" means, "SHOULD BE" means, and "DISCRE-
2ANCIESO ranked from the highest to the lowest mean and
discrepancy sc^rcs.

342* Goal Areas and gal,Statements. Results for the 20 goal areas;
.

17
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"IS" and "SHOULD BB" responses for the total group and,
separately, for each of the sub.grommare depicted in
figures together with "IS" means, "SHOULD BB" means and
"DISCREPANCY" scores. Results for the 4 goal statements
belonging to the appropriate goal areas are also provided
in the same manner as the goal areas. Tablep 3 through 22
eover the first 80 goel statements in the Inventory. The
ten goal statements having the highest "SHOULD BE" ratings
and the highest "SHOULD BE" - "IS" discrepancies are
indicated with asterisk and number signs 01, A Each
table contains the results or one goal area and the four
goal statements.

23-24. Ascellaneous Goal Atatemente. Results for the ten miscellan-
eous goal statements. The format is identical to previous
ones.

25-28. Local Option Goal §tatements. Included are results for the
supplementary, locally written goal statements. These are
numbered from 91 through 110 in the Inventory. Again, the
format is the same as others.

29-32. Local Option, Questions. Results for the supplementary, locally
written questions regarding the choice of program offerings
for both graduate and undergraduate levels are presented.

D.tg_ninescig. the IGI Results

Respondents.

Data in Table 1 specify the subgroups and the numbers as well as percentages

of respondents in each category.

Table 1

RESPONDENTS

1§kamoug Number Percent

Total 232 100

Faculty Nbmbers 96 42

Undergraduate Students 58 25

- Graduate Students 28 12

Administrators 19 8

Community +Representatives 31 13

-13
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On page 20 are mean(' for the "IS" and "SHOULD BE" ratings and

"D/SCREFANCY" scores reapectively, based on the total group of respondents. A

given goal area mean ia simply the average of the means for the four goal

atatements comprising that goal area. A mean may range from 1.0 (loweat)

through 3.0 (highest). There Is some probable sample bias for the scores of

the total group, because all data for the'total group are based on the total

respondents.

Goal Area meana, as presented in this report, are the b;tsic austary result('

from the /GI administration. Any given goal area mean oan be interpreted within

the context of the IGI response forst ("Of Low Importance," "Of )editim import

ance," etc.) The higher the "IS" goal area meant, the greater the importance the

goal it gelELas presently having on the campus as compared to ths other goals.

The higher the "SHOULD B8" mean, the more importance that goal phould be regarded

in the minds of the reapondent group. For example, one may say on the basis of

a faculty "SHOULD BE" mean of 2.83 for the research goal area, that "faculty

at Frostburg State College generally believe that research bhould be of nedium

importance as an institutional goal.". Within the meaning of eaoh goal area,

the 20 general goals ars meaningfully ranked in terms of judged importance on

the basisce-goal area mean (mores.

One would generally expect smaller mean difference akong five constituent

groups for the "IS" than for "SHOULD BE" ratinga, since the foruer are perceptiono

of tile present reality while the latter are in the nature of personal opinions

about the way things should* be.

Goal ko. Edscrepancies.

Table 2 of tile report provides a listing of the 20 goal areas according to

the Elise of the discrepancy scores between the mean "SHOULD BS" score and the



mean "IS" score. The goal area leading the list is the one having the largest

"SHOULD BE" "IS" discrepancy, or possibly a reverse gap, indioating that, in

the view of the respondent group, the goal area is of lesser importance

than it currently in. Generally speaking, this listing provides a tesis for

establishing possible, orioritila for inatitutional ;bailee; the areas at the

top of the listing are ones that the respondent group believes should receive

greater emphasis than they are preeently reciving.

In interpreting the results on page 20y one must keep in mind the nature

of the group of respondents on mbioh these data are tes4. This group has been

referred to as the "total aggregate" (or merely "TOTAL," as shown on the pages

of this report); in fact, it is the total batch of completed IGI booklets forwarded

to ETS for scoring. The "TOTAL" group, in general, represents a meaningful

sample or population.

In general, the magnitude of the gsp is an index of the degree of satis

faction with the college's status quo in the vise of the constituent group in

question; a relatively large'discrepanoy implies discontent and/or a sense of

aspiration toward further acoomplishsents; relatively,pmall discrepencies suggest

satisfaction, or perhaps the satiation level of aspiration, or complacency.

Goal Area Besultv Dui Subgrouns.

Goal area data, given on top parts of tataes 3 through 21, will ordinarily

be the most directly usefUl portion of the total IGI results. FOr all goal areas,

both "IS" and "SHOULD BE" means and "DISCREPANCY" scores are given, first for

the TOTAL and then for the five subgroups. Each goal area comprises one page,

in which four goal statements are presented in the sane manner as the goal area.

Goal areas are in the order given in the Table of Contents of this report.

Goal Statement Diu.
,Below the goal area on page 21 of this report through page 40 are data for

20
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each of the 90 individual goal statements, four of which comprile one goal

area. The items are grouped, four per page, by goal area. ,The way of inter-

preting these items is the same as the goal area. Tables 23 and 24 have the

results for the ten miscellaneous gal statements contained in the MI, but not

included in any of the 20 goal areas.

In order to facilitate comprehension of the data on these pages, each goal

statement is shown ae it appears in the IGI booklet. For each goal area and

geal statement, the titles of subgroups are repeated, especially for visual

comparisons. Figures in the center of each goal area and goal statement are

prepared in order to easily visualise the comparisons among subgroups.

Goal Statement Asererancies.

In the extreme right hand column are item discrepancies between the

"SHOULD BE" mean and "IS" mean for the item. A. plus (+) sign indicates that

the "SHOULD BE" mean ie greater than the "/S" mean, and a minus (-) sign shows

that the "SHOULD BE" mean is smaller than the "IS" mean.

As an additional interpretative aid, the ten goal statements (from the

total of 90) having the highest "SHOULD BE" means are indicated with an

asterisk (*) to the right of the discrepancy figure. The ten goal statements

with the largest "SHOULD BE" - "IS" discrepancies are indicated with a number

sign (#). These indicators are given for the total groups only. The purpose

is to enable readers to quickly pick out the goals that people who participated

in this survey believe should' hae particular importance, as well as those for

which the discrepancy between perceived reality and aspired level is the

greatest. The goal statements ifith both symbols would presumably have critical

significance for campus policy; they pinpoint the goals that people not only

believe should be of top priority, but also those for which the college, in the

minds of respondents, have the furthest to go to accomplish. These goals may

21



require the most significant policy ohanges and, perhaps allocation of resources.

Local Option, Goal Statements.

Tables 25 through 28 are the results for tbe 20 supplementary goal'atate

Rents prepared by the writers. All of the oalculations are identical with those

for the preceding 90 itens in this report.

Generally, the most unambiguous way of interpreting the results of these

locally prepared goal statements will be to compare the mean with the means for

the IGI items. For example, if there are locally prepared goal statements with

"SHOULD BS" means and "SHOULD BE" "IS" discrepancies similar in magnitude to

starred (*,#)items on the previous pages, then these goals should be considered

as of similarly critical importanoe to the college. These items ndght represent

a'spabiil personal bias, however.

Final Words.

It should be stressed that the information derived from this 101 report

should cyrdinarily not be taken as, in some cases, the final indications of the

college's goals and priorities. Instead, igormation and data contained in this

IGI report should be regarded SA one important input into face-to-face deliber-

ations, at any and all levels about the college goals, policy, and philosophy.

In that the ra data afford an opportunity for many people associated with the

college to expose their views about the college policies, the results are a

kind of basic data that, given the institutional spirit of the time, the college

administration should not overlook.

Clear conceptions of institutional goals should have many uses in the

effective operation of the college. Goal formulations in a college iiill be

informed by the Ica results largely to the extent that the data are for

discussions and deliberations in ways that are intelligible, suggestive, and

meaningfUl. It is needless to emphasize that the College's IGI report will

2 2
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be of no use if this document goes no further than someone's shelf or file

cabinet for collecting dust.

23
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Table2

GOAL ARRA SUMNARISS OF TOTAL GROUP
RANK ORDERED BY la, SHOULD B AND DISCREPANCIES HEARS

IS

Rank
Order,

Goal Area

1 Freedom 3.22

2 Academic Development 3.16

3 DemOoratic Governance 2.95

4 Cormunity 2.94

5 Accountability/ 2.88
Efficiency

6 Intellectual. 2.7
Orientation

7 Intellectual/Aestho-
tic Shvironnent

2.7,

8 Individual/Personal 2.66
Development

9 innovation 2.59

10 Cultural/Aesthetic 2.57
Awareness

11 kautiLg uoc..1 Seeds 2.48

12 Humanism/Altruism 2.4.

13 Social
Egalitarianism

2.4,

14 Vocational 2.36
Preparation

35 Public Service 2.

16 Social Crtticism/ 2.23
Activism

17 Advanced Training 2.1

18 Research 2. '

19 Off-campus Learning 01

20 Traditional 1. -

Religiousness

SHOULD BE

Rank
Order

Coal Area Mean"

1 Intellectual 4.22
Orientation

2 Cosmunity 4.18

3 Individual/Personal 4.05
Development

4 Intellectual/Aesthe-

tic Environment
4.04

5 Aoaderde Development 3.91

6 Democratic Gsvernance 3.79

7 Innovation 3.79

a Husanism/Altruiam 3.65

9 Freedom 3.65

10 Accountebility/ 3.58
Efficiency

11 Vocational Prepriratios 3.55

12 #.keting Local Needs 3.53

13 Cultural/Aesthetio 3.35
Awareness .

14 Public Service 334

15 Social Criticism/ 3.19
Activism

16 Advanced Training 3.13

17 Social 3.10
Egelitarianfam

18 Off-campus Learning 3.02

9 Research 2.93

20 traditional 1.91

Religiousness

DISCREPANCIFS
+ or

Rank

Drder,
Goal Area Been*

Intellectual +1.46
Orientation

InOividual/Ptraonal F1.39
Development

Intellectual/Westhe
tic Environment

+1.31

Community +1.24

Innovation +1.20

Humanism/Altruism +1.19

Vocational +1.19
Praparation

Public Service +1.07

Meting Local Needs +1.05

O Off-campers Learning .1.1.02

11 Advanced Training + .96

12 Social Criticise/ + .96
Activism

13 Research + .93

Democratic Governance+ .84

15 Cultural/Aesthetic + .71
Awareness

16 Academid Development + .75

..

17 Social r .70

Egalitarianism

18 Accountability/ r .70
Efficiency

19 Traditional 4 .45
Religiousness

20 Freedom + .43

"Iteme with the choice of checking one of five categories covering "Extremely high importance."
"High importance," "Medium importance," "Low importance," and "No importance or not applicable"

were given 5, 4, 3, 2.and 1 point, respectively.

-20-
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Ta 0.1. 3

ACADZKIC DEVELOPHIBC

Goal Area or
Statement-

lmvortance tIS= IUD= Int*1") . Mean
filo IU/A Lett() Medium High Ext. High

3.0 4.0 5,0
I SHOULD] Discrop

IS _1 BE j(+)or(-)

Acaderic Development

Total

Faculty

Underarm!
Student.

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Gommunit
Represen:.

.

,

3.16

3.0$

3.2$

3.26

3.05

3.19

3.91

4.05

3.$5

1.68

4.97

1,72

+ .75

+.97

+ .57

4 .42

4 .92

+ .53

Oval Statements 1,4,6,9

. To help students
sequin) depth or know
ledge in at least one
academic discipline.

Total

paeuity

undergre

Students

Graduate
Students

Admiral-

staators

Community

Represent

-

3.64

3.61

3.69

3.63

3.58

3.66

4.11

4.15

4.18

4.04

4.00

4.00

+ .47*

+ .54

A .49

.41

+.42

+.34

.....-.

4......0

elm.000.

41...mmo.

en..
_

. To ensure that students
aecnire a basic know.
ledge in hunanities and
the social and natural
sciences.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Student.

Graduate
Atm.tente

Admini-
strators

Cosmunity
Ropresent

..... 3.31

3.29

3.39

3.33

3.16

3.27

3.87

4.06

3.70

3.44

4.00

3.84

+ .56

+ .77

+ .31

+ .11

+ .84

+ .57

0.41.

*1

I

9

. eo-------.0
;

1

4
41......41.,

1

. To prepare students
for pdvanced academie
work it four-year
coDeges, graduate/
professional schools.

.,.,

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Student.

Graduate

Students

Admini-
strators

Coomunit0
Represent

2,90

2.80

3.03

3.08

2.84

2.87

3.63

3.68

3.72

3.38

3.84

3.39

+ .73

+ .88

+ .69

+ .30

+1.00

+ .52

i

414-ir
!

i

!e------op

!

' e....
1

!

e41..----....

t

;'7.....

/A

9.

.

.....

To bold students to
hi4h standards of
intellectual,perform-
amo.

.

Totul

FacrltT

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Student.

Admini-,

strators

Communit)k

Represent

2.eo

2.60

3.02

3.00

2.63

2.97

4.02

4.31

3.P1

3.85

4.05

3.65

+1.22

+1.71

+ .79

.85

41.42

4 .68

4.-i.

0--1--0.
e

140.-...-.0

je---"--1'
!110.10.

+........



Table 4

INTELLECTUAL ORIENTATION

Coal Area or
StItament

Group

Imoortance (ISnIlli SHOULD Dh)

-
Mapn

I t sr 1/1A lot Medium
1.0

r.gh Ext. nh
IS DE tricorip.

'I

Intellectual Orientation
Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate

Students

Admini-

strators

Consunity
Represent

2.76 4.22 +1.46

2.67 4.39 +1.72

2.70 4.14 41.4.4

2.89... 4.14 a-1.25

,

2.67 4.04 +1.37

4-3.09 4.00 .91

!

41'.-----1*

.7-----11.

Coal Sthtenents 2,5,7,10

,/100/04:00
.

i 6---",

2. To train students in
methods of scholarly

inquiry, scientific
research, and problem
solving.

Total

Faculty

4ndergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

irmu:111

.4-o
i4---.
,

17-----10
,

1

4

3.01 4.24 +1.23*

2.95 4.40 +1.45

2.89 4.19 +1.30

3.04 4.15 +1.11

2.89 3.84 + .95

3.47 4.13 + .66

i

iei-ip.
1

, .....---1,

. To inaroaso the desire
lad atdlity of students
to underte,:e self -

directed learning.

Totnl

paoulty

Undurgzad
Students

Graduate
3tudonts

Adsdni-
strators

Community
Rainvmult.

2.65 4.30 +1.65*#

2.50 4.36 i1,86

2.70 4.31

'2011 4.41 -41.A0

2.42 4.21 41.79

3.03 4.03 +1.00

J
ip

1

e----11.
.4-----1".4. -4.

1

1 *

NO---------lo

7. To ievelop students'
obility to synthesize
knouledge frame
variety of sources.

letal

Faculty

Undergra

Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Commutityi

111-1.-----+
!

111-0'
2.86 4.17 +1.31*

2.78 4.43 44.65

2.81 4.C9 41.28

3.00 1.93 1 .03

7.89 .4.11 41.22

3.03 3.77 + .74

th_________.
1

!)---------4,

-*
11,--------lRenreseng

.

IJ. To instill in ntudent's
a life-long commiiment
to learning.

.

i

40--1--10 2.53 4.17

2.47 4.39 41.92

2.40 1.98 +1.58

2.70 4.07 +1.37

2.47 4.00 ,+1.53

2.83 4.06 41.23

Total

Faculty -110.

Undertpm 141--11,,
Students

Graduate
Students

Adminl-

_____________

!

A

stmtore

Communit.

Represen

i

ot.__.......--41.

.22 2 7



Table 3

INDIVIDUAL PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Goal Area or
Statement

I

maitsnce 4134.; SHOULD

IS i

Mean

STITT1121..sr N/A
ITO')

2.0 3.0
le Exta

Individual, personal
lotal

Faculty

Undergred
Students

Graduate

Admini-

etrators

lemt:etli.

45.-..---4
2.66 4.06 +1.39

2.73 4.04 +1.29

2.43 4.15 +1.72

2.51 3.89 +1.38

2,47 4.25 +1.78

3.05 3.89 + 4

,

i

6-1----°'
1

2211122016i

Gall Stltemcnts 3,8,1103

'Students

.

I

1

pe--------4.

3. To bolp studeuts
identify their own
personal goals and
develop meane of
achieving them.

otal

culty

Indergrad

tudents

raduate
ents

ni-
trators

ounity
present_

- 2.87 4.26 +1.394

3.03 4.20 +1.17

2,65 4.34 +1.69

2.70 4.30 4.1.60

2.47 4.47 +2.00

3.17 4.13 + .96

I

1

0-1---1.
-I" 7...

1io--1--,-- 0.
I

;

; (0.----10 .
:

8. To help students
develop a sense of 'Faculty
self-worth, self-
confidence and a
capacity for impact
or. cvaats.

,Admini-

.

Total

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Student':

etrators

toreseatit

2.62 4.07 1.1.45#

2.71 4.03 +1.32

2.32 4.12, +1.89

2.59 4.07 +1.48

,'.47 6.37 +1.90

'.07 3.93 + .86
.

..----1----11
:

6-21--1/.
i

1 10

I

_L

. ikrtal

11. To help students
acHeve deeper levelo AmeultY

of setr-undorstanding.

U ndergrad

Students

Oreduate

Studente

Admini-
etrntors

trpwrItetntif

2.39 4.01 +1.42#

2.67 4.11 11.44

2.46 4.18 +1.72'

.1.31 2.63 +1.32

;'.42 1.. 1: +1 .0

2.97 3.65 + .68

.
.

: - '-

Pr

1

i

6-i.--0
i

(1.1-p,

Total

13. TO belp etudents be
opon, honest and aculty
trusting in their
relationships aith Undergrad
Others. Students

Grlduate
Students

Admini-
etratcas

omenifli
41prese:f

2.54 3,84 +1.30

2.57 3.80 +1.23

12.30 .97 +1.67

2.44 3.56 +1.12

2.53 4.05 . +1.32

3.00 3.87 + .87

...

.

II-
10'

'43- 28



Table 6

HUMANISWALTRUIS14

Goal Area or
Statement

Importanla (19=1 MOULD Beefo) Mean

o or AMedillim -HigV Fat.RI h
Group 1,0 2_0 30 4.0 51)

Mir Orrep
11 ),

Bunrt hltral as
Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Student@

Admiui-
strators

Communit
Represen

0----i-"-- 2.46 3.65 41.19

2.50 3.65 +1.15

2.28 3.85 +1.57

2.41 3.58 +1.17

2.41 1:39 4 .98

2.77 1.49 + .72

- 410

Goal Statements 14,17,20,0

.

4:-"P
4,--..-41,

..

41----.--.0.

.

ol-r----

14. To encourage students
to become coaanious
of the important moral
issues of our time.

Tota l

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
stratore

Community
Represent

*-1--p.
i

0-1--0.

4"--7-

2.67 1.89 +1.22 4'

2.71 440 +1.32

2.47 3.81 i1.14

2.70 1.85 +1.15

2.63 3.56 + .93

27 3.84 + .97.8
..._

4'

...4."--.--IP'

.--i--11/"
.

- .

-07.---....0
.6

I 17. In help students
understand and respec
paople.from.diversh
backgrounds and
cultures.

1t 2.71 3.94 +1.23

2.75 1.99 +1.24

2.56 4.02 +1.46

2.65 7.°P +1.23

2.58 3.79 +1.21

2.97 3.81 + .84

Taal P

recuLtY

Undergrad
Students

Grgduate
Students

Admini-
atrators

Community
Represent_ _

20. To encourage students
to become committed
to working for world

Wice.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad

Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
etratore

Community

Represen

1.---"1-0.
i

-2.10 3.19 +1.09

201, 1.09 +1.05

1.98 1.60 +1.62

1.92 3.08 +1.16

2.16 3.00 + .84

2.63 2.97 + .34

1e--1-00
P

:

111---li

4-4 I

'O. To encourage students
to mrdco concern for
the welfare of mankind
a central part of
their lives.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad

Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community

Represent

.---1-7-+
1

--.---H1'
i

I4,--__..

2.38 3.58

2.49 3.51 +1.62

2.11 .98 41.871

2.33 .1.30 +1.15

2.26 1.21 + .95

2.63 3.35 + .72

1.--._10,_
'

.-----7

Sp----!!--41.

..



Tahle 7

CULTURAL/A=1i= AVAMENISS

agliat:Wer Group

Importance (TSme; SHOULD 1)m0) Dban

Iiiiiiiiiiiiiii; tr 2.0
7. 1 AO
0 :640. S; ('-) Is

Cultural/Aesthetic, Awarenems
Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Studente

Admini-
strators

Community
Represent

.

2.57

2.57

P.51

2.62

2.58

2.61

3.35

3.50

3.35

3.14

3.35

3.10

+ .78

+ .93

+ .84

+ .52

+ .77

+ .49

Goal Statements 15,18,21,24
4,-..1.--1.

.----i--40.

e---is.

.

-e--i-g.

.

e......4

'Total
15. To increase students

sensitivity to and
ulty

appreciation of varioulF

forms of artistic Undergrad
expression. Students

'Graduate
Students

Admini*
strators

/Community
Represent

18. To require students to
complete soNe course
work in the humanities
or arts.

Total

Faculty

Undergrmd
Students

1Graduate
Atudants

Adaini.
stratore

'Community
Represent

21. To encourage students'
artistic expression,
e.g.., in musio, painb-

ing, film making.

Total.

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community
Represent

24. To acquaint students
with artistic and
literary expression
in eon-western
countries.

Total

Faculty

Undergre
Students

GradUate
Students

Admini-
strators

Repress

-

2.57 3.59 +1.02

2.52 3.84 41.321111.

110=1..110 2.40 3.53 +1.13

2.28 3.27 + .39

2.63 3.47 f .04

2.70 3.35 4 .65

2.94 3.49 + .55

3.05 3.72 + .67

Mr..! 2.77 3.20 + .43

1-* 2.92 3.95 4 .3

Ilb mr 3.00 3.84 + .$4

2.86 3.23 P .37
OW

2.49 3.19 .1- .70

41.+4111, 2.52 3.28 L .76

414H1 2.57 3.42 .1- .$5

2.23 2.92 4 .69

411P 2.28 2.94 + .66

040 I
2.60 2.90 4 .30

2.22 3.14 4- .86

'.20 1..18 + .98

.......-J-4, 2.20 1.25 4 .97

2.42 3.04 4 .62

.42 1.16 4 .74

2.30 2.94 4- .64
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Table

TRADITIONAL RELIGIOUSNEW

a

Wel ArPa or
Statement Group

Importance (IS=10; SHOULD mt.. Wan
o or ' .1 VS High Fact.11

1.0 40 _3.0 44b 5J1
[SH)ULD

IS 8E 14)or
Wiscrep.

f- A

Tralttional Religiousness
Total

aculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community
Re-resent

1.46 1.91 + .45

1.40 1.64 + .24

1.52 2.29 + .77

1.54 2.13 4 .59

1.33 1.63 + .10

1.56 :1.01 + .45

11.0

.------.0.

(l oll Statemonts 16,19,22,25

e----e.

e---4.

16. To oducAte students in
a particular religious
heritage.

.strators

- -

Total

faculty

Undergrad
tudents

Graduate
Students

Admini-

Community
Represent

m-s.
;

IH. 1

4---.... ;

1.4. .1 .

1.44 1.64 4 .20

1.53 P.09 +.56

1.52 1.92 + .40

1.22 1.42 4 .20

1.50 1.00 4 .40

1

1-4

4*

_

i

.

I

1
I

19. To help students
become euare of the
potentialities of a

furl -time relieious

vocation.

-Taal -w

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Rtmiont4

Admini-
strators

Community
Represent

1--...
i

1'

.

1.38 1.75 + .37

O. I
1.31 1.47 4 .16

1

0-e.- i 1.46 2.13 4 .67

.

0-
1.35 1.92 + .57

-"-. . i

!

0,
i

1.32 1.47 + .15

i

---41.
1

1.50 1.90 + .40

_

22. To develop students'
ebflity to underetand

I end defend a theologi-
,

cal position.

Total

faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community
Represent

41----41,

4-10

-.

1

1.55 2.00 + .45 i

1.46 1.70 + .24

1.62 :.52 4 .90

1.76 '1.46 4 .70

1.37 1.58 4 .21

1.63 1.84 -4 .21

40---------00,

0.-----.....
.

.

00,

400.

Total

25. To hap students
develop a dedication

Faculty

to nerving Ood in Undergrad
every day life.

Students

Orad4ate
Students

Admin.% -

strators

Community
Represent

1.47 2.09 4- .62

1.41 1.76 + .35

1.47 2.42 4 .95

1.54 2.23 4 .69

1.42 2.05 4 .63

1.60 '.39 + .79

0.-41,

OP--------ir

41...---.4.

. 0-----10

41,+Ipl.

-26- 3 1



Table 9

VOCATIONAL PREPARATION

Goal Area or
Statement C

Importance (IS=1111 SHOULD 114.) Cann
,

Ho or N/A Law )odium. ILt4h lastaligi
. 1 . 5 0 IS

AMU moray
RH 4 or

Vocational Frennrotion

aotal

Paculty

Undergrui
ttudeata.

Graduate

Student s

Admini-
oh% tors

troligntZ

a-',.,-..... 2.16 3.5 A1.195

2.36 3.22 4- .86

2.20 3.79 +1.59

2.Z2 3.77 +135

2.17 3.87 41.70

2.71 3.75 +1.04

e-
...-,

Goal Statement* 26,30,36,
38

I 1

--4.--1,-
.

1-__10
:-'40'_ -

26. To provide 'Students
an opportunity for
trailing in specific
caneere-accounting,

-nursing. etc.

otala....---..--.10
acuity

ndergrad
tudents

duata
udents

drini-
tratocs

munity
imesont

2. 3.76 +1.0076

2.86 1.37 + .51

41.44

2.93 4.00 41.07

2.53 4.37 +1.84

2.97 4.00 41.03
.

1

;

i.--;-_.b.

*--4 11;$
- ia---1 ).

i

'0---4.£

30. To develop educe-
'Urinal prograra

geared to new and
*merging career
fields.

.

-

rotal
4.-..-..

1

Faculty
41-

2.33 3.84 +1.51

2.23 3.53 +1.30

2.26 4.12 41.86

2.56 4.07

2.11 4.21 +2.10

2.73 3.84 41.11

Ondergrad
a-

Students
1

Greduate 41-.---.6.
Students

Adrini-
etrators .

-0

Cormunityl
Represenv "ik.----+

36. To ;roride retraining
opTortunities far
individuals whose Job
skills are out of date

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate

Students

Admini-
strators

Conmunity

Roprosent,

* 3.01 4122

1.73 2.60 + .87

1.64 3.36 41.72

1.77 3.35 +1.58

1.74 Z.F9 +1.15

2.31 3.43 - 41.12

i

:

1

i P.

140-- 1

1

38. To assist students
in eciding upon
h vocattonal career.

.

Total

Faculty

Ondergrad

Students

Graduate
Students

Admini.
strators

Cormunit0

Represeni

7,

2.54 3.60 +1.06

2.0 3.37 4 .76

2.41 1.75 44.34

/442 3.65 +1.23

2.32 4.00 41.68

2.83 1.74 1 .c.1

,

i

1

.-÷-111'
.

1_ip.
1

1

1

*----:--
I

o.i--,,,...e.
w 1 _

-27.- 3 2



'We 10

AMMO TRAMING

Goal Area orI

Stn tement Group
1111,1:nce

(DI) SHOUIE014:910) Man
Ile or n/A Ext.H1

g1,0 2 0 3.0 4,0 3.0 131174is 1 fillcor(f)

Advanced Training
2.17 3.13 * .96

2.10 2.88 + .72

2.16 3.47 +1.31

2.47 3.66 +1.19

2,03 2.73 + .70

2.27 3.06 + .79

Total
!

Faculty
Goal Statements 27, 31,

32, 41

- i
Undergra
Students .----t---P'

4

Graduate
46"-----*Students

Admini- ---e0,
strsters

1

Goreaunity t--1Represent ..

27. To develop what would
Conorally t, regarded
as a strong and cm-
prehensive graduate
school.

Total

Faculty

Undergred
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community

Represent

-=111.
.

*-41.

2.36 3.21 .1. ,2 3

2.12 2.84 + .72

2.37 1.61 +1.24

3.07 4.11 +1.04

2.26 2.47 + .21

2.50 3.29 + .79

A

i

*.
i

46-i0
Total

31.

To provide training
Faculty

iu ono or oore of the
traditional profes-

. Undergrad
sions such as law and

Students
medicine.

Graduate
Students

Admini-
stratere

IRepresneTt

fa

i

:

2.07 2.99 + .92

2.12 2.22 + .70

1.91 3.32 +1.41

2.31 3.15 + .84

1.89 2.68 + .79

2.13 2.97 + .84

111--0.

41-0I
.

32. To offer graduate
programs 1r such
"newer" professions
az engineering,
education, social work.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Adminl-
strstors

Community'
Represent

0------1---lo

i

4, 4
!

4.- 4.-6,

2.34 3.39 +1.05

2.37 3.06 + .69

2.40 3.72 +1.32

2.35 4.00 +1.65

2.16 3.21 +1.05

2,21 3.32 +1.05

!

111--ir----*

.-----:rliw

i.---1-4,.

- _

41. lo conduct advanced
study in specialized
probaem areas-through
research centers/
graduate programs

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Comunity
Represent

4, 41

i

1,93 2,93 +1.00

1.80 2.78 + .98

1.95 3.22 +1.27

2.15 3.36 +1.21

1.79 2.56 J 77

2.17 2.68 + .51

1

I-_14,,

1110----F-s.
1

iip--11.. :

1

-28. 33



Tablo if

RESEARCH

t-

Goel Area or
statement

Importance (IS-10; SHOULD Willo) Mean

i Orou-
fho or N/A Lou 4

r 10 2.0
NlediuN

3.0 IT 'Tell Is 1517 lue+rorrIf

Research
Total

Faculty

Undervad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Corsonity

2.00 2.93 + .93

1.88 2.85 + .97

2.12 3.26 44.14

2.13' 3.06 + .93

1.98 2.64 4- .66

2.02 2.60 + .58

e--...
Goal Stetements 28, 34
35, 37

i

Ie---i-
.

..--------t

0------ir

28. To perform contract
research for govern-
ment, business, or

industry.

-Studants

Total

FacultY

Undergrad
Students

Grukutte

Admini-
strators

Comoanity
Reesentpr

1.60 2.31 + .71

1.51 2.17 + .C6

1.67 '.63 +.96

1.81 2.58 + .77

1.42 2.05 + .0

4.

1 I

1.70 2.06 .36

.--....

00--------0.
. ...

:

e m----4.

.....

Tfotel

34. To conduct teal* re- Feculty
search In the natural
sciences.

Undergmad
students

Graduate
Students

Admini.
strators

Community
Represent

0.-------11.

:

.---*:
i

.-----r-I.

;

-
2.14 3.00 + .86

2.00 2.01? + .99

2.38 3.32 + .44

2.23 3.04 + .81

2.11 2.58 + .47

2.10 2.68 .1- .58

I,

9 ;---... ..

i
.

35. To conduct basic
research in the social

sciences.

otal

aculty

ndergrad
tudents

raduate
tudents

&dial-
trators

ommunity
present

.
*--------lip

_

I

1.--0,
2.17 3.15 + .98

1.99 3.02 +1.03

2.41 3.43 +1.02

2.19 3.38 +1.19

2.33 2.95 + .62

2.13 2.90 4 .77

i

e------4.----11,

!

6.-------1-__.. ,
.-----p.:

t

*-------11.
;

...

---11------'
37. To contribute, through

research, to the
general edvancement
of knowledge.

Total

Eltculty

Undergrad

Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

GennunIty
Represent

2.08 3.25 +1.17

2.00 3.23 +1.20

2.02 ?.66 +1.64

2.31 3.23 + .92

7.05 3.00 4 .93

2.17 2.74 + .57

14

i10--1...
I

!

1"---i-4.

.-____.-----44

!II--;
:

-29- ft 34



'labia 12

MMHG LOCAL NE=

.

Goal Area or
Statement

Imortgice US-m*1410KM 1:11WO :_i_
.

Wain

is 7H:" Vtriell
or 8/4

Group hp 2:p 3:0 a actaigh
Lo

&Egli& Local ii2L4.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Ccmmunity
Re sent

2,46 3,53 41.05

2.47 ?.54 +147

2,47 3.39 + .91

2.52 3.77 +1.25

2.29 3.79 +1.50

2.64 3.44 4 .e43

4
:

Coal Statements 29, 33,

39, 40
s

i

.

41/":11 °

!

*--!--P'

!-111.t-lir
- -Oi'

29. To provide continuing
educational opportuni
ties for local area
adults-on pert-tine
basis.

.

-

Total

Faculty

Undergradi

Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Coammnity
Represent,

.
4s----i--s.

1

61-4.
4.............4,

s .
m----7..---ip.

1

7.58 3.80 +1.22

2.34 3.76 41.42

2.81 3.72 + .91

2.92 - 4.15 +1.23

2.42 3.89 +1.47

2.70 3.71 °OM

33. To aerve as a cultural
cenler in the comma-
ty rerved by the
campus.

,Represent

Ehculty

Undervad
Students

Graduate

Students

Adsdni»
strators

Cosirstnity

ll

s

2.77 3.98 +1.21

7.73 4.17 41.44

2.89 3.15 + .86

2.65 4.04 +1.39

2.42 4.11 41.69

3.00 3.68 4 .68

--IP
.,

4....----or

i

li."1.--11. -
!

11110-;,-8fr

."-0'

39. To provide trained
manpower for local-
area business,
industry, and govern-
nent.

T

Faculty

Undorgrad

Students

Graduate
Ctudents

Admini-
strators

Community

ibummusent,

.----a.
i

!

2.21 2.95 4

2.35 2.87 +.52

1,89 2.65 4 .76

2,23 3.38 +1.15

2.16 3.21 41.05

2.37 3.19 + .e2

:

!

s

.---1:-11"

i

40. To f acilitate involve-

ment of sbadents in
neighborhood and
comPunity-servies
activities.

Total

Faculty

Undargra
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Communiti
Ropesses

2.36 3.40 +1.04

7,45 3.34 -1- .89

2.27 1.39 41.12

2.27 3.50. 41.23

2.16 3.95 +1.79

2.50 '3.19 4 .69

810

I

-i-le
!

lo------7---11.

s

I.---,-01.,
!io-____sp

i _v-T
1

40- 3 5



Table 13

PUBLIC SERVICE

Goal Aren or
Statement Group

bmoriance /gm* t SHOUID Mb" Mean
so or mit I4w MOMS ..,,.....

1,0 40 34 0 -fIti ;77 1 WIGULU Olsorm),
rs I BE i Mor (- 4

Public Sorvics

2.31---77----77:074

2.30 3.27 + .97

2.16 3.55 +1.39

.72 3.39 +1.17

2.16 3.43 11.77
_-

2.48 3.10 +.62

Total Im

;

Faculty i

Goal Statements 44, 47,

50, 51 Undergrai,

.----H.'Students

Graduate
Students .--.'+-11'
Admini-
strators

t ila'
Community
Represents

4,---.4,
i

44. To help those in dis-
I advantaged communities

get knowledge usefa
in improving coned-
ties.

---..

Total 1 4.

Amity

2.22 3.41 +1.19

2.38 3.29 4 .91

2.02 3.64 +1.62

1.85 3.59 41.74

2.00 3.44 +1.44

2.55 3.19 + .64

Undergrad .

Students
,

Granulite *----.e.Students

Admini-
strators

p.

;

Community
Represent

4,-"-ier
A

47. To work vith govern-
teutal agencies in

designing new social
and environmental
programs.

Total F

1

Faculty
i

0^----41

2.01 3.12 +1.11

2.0 3.12 1-1.09

1.86 3.40 +1.54

1.92 3.00

7.28 1.22 + .94

2.17 :.59 + .42

Students
r 1

Graduate
6----11Itndents

A4mini-
strators 6-ill'
Community i

4.....
Represent 1

50. To focus resources
of the institution
on the solution of
major social and
envIronmontal problems.

Total e-------te.

1

Faculty e----04

2.24 3.14 + .90

2.19 340 + .81

2.20 3.52 +1.32

2.48 3.42 + .94

2.17 2.84 + .67

2.28 2.23 . + 55

I

Undergrad
Students

GradUate .---+-Students
;

Admini- !

strators

Communit,
i

em......s. I
Represent t

51. To be rasronsive
to replonal and nation-
al priorities when
considering new
educational programs.

Total

Faculty

UndergrmA
Students

Grsduata

Students

Admini...

strators

Cmmmmity
Represent

2.61 3.71 +1.10

2.61 3.68 +4.07

2.38 3.64 41.06

7.64 1.54 + .90

2 .21 4.21 +2.00

2.93 3.79 + '86

S.

:

.---'t--10
I

............e.

41' 3 6



late

SOCIAL EGALITARIANISM

Coal Area or
Statement Group

Importance 4311111; SHOULD 81110

ito or N/A Low
3,0

Hip ext.Higt
1,0 2D

Mmitius

40 SO IS STELD 1113:;r1

:Social Egalitarinniss
Total 1

flicultY

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
stratore

Community
Renresent

2. 3.10 + .704D

2.40 7.82 + .42

2.51 3.57 +1.06

2.20 3.22

2.33 3.14 4 .81

2.42 7.92 + .50

:
....i.

!

----

Coal Statements 42, 45*

48* 52

---1-700

0.....---44.

sp---.........

--10 :.

42. To provide educational
expøriences relevant
to the evolving
interests of women

in America.

Total S 2.14 3.07 + .93

2.04 :,73 + .69

.1.18 ?.63 +1.45

2.04 3.32 +1.28

2.05 2.89 + .84

2.50 .7.93 4 .43

fi.

fneulty ;e....--0. :

;

Undergrad I

Students
iip.p.

Graduate
Students

;

Admini- :-- :

stratorsil

Co mmit
ReFresen 4111....0i

45 lb move to/maintain
open adnisniona and
dele.lop menningful

educational expert.-

enen for alladmitted.

-Total 1-- .....4.1

Fueultr
i

gndergrad
e----!...--,,students

Graduate

2.40 7.90 + .50
c

2.48 7.57 + .09

2.62 3.55 +.93

2.23 1.00 + .77.

1%06 -.95 + .89

7.14 -.57 4 .43

hm=110.
Ctutents I

;
Admini. :

strators
i/

Comenity .....o.0. i

liconratud.

t

48. To offer developmental/
reredtal pograms
in ;Attic skills

(reading* writing*
ratheMatics).

.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Adria-
stratora

Communit
Represent

I
2.69 3.39 4 .70

2.73 3.10 + .57

2.81 1.43 4 .62

2.24 1.44 +1.20

2,78 3.42 4 .64

2.67 3.53 + .E6

:
.

.

a-I

.

40--1----.
_

52. To rrovide education-
nl experiences
relevant to evolving
interests of Dlecka*

Chicanos, American
Indiana.

2.37 3.04 i .67

2.35 ".71 + .36

7.44
1.67 41.23

2.29 1.12 + .83

2.42 3.32 4 .90

7.36 2.66 + .30

Total

r

Faculty go-do 1

;

Undergrac 1---4!--0
Students

Gradunto e-------4p
Students

i

Adadni-
I

straters
.

!

Conotunitr ;

Repronet" Solo :

:

-32- 37



Table 15

SOCIAL CRITICISWACTIVISK

Importance LIS=411 SHOULD 11E44) Man
premix

IS I Pe.

I Diaare
H41014-Jtatement ' 1 Group 114tgr WA Usw

Mediu* High Ext.11iii

I

Go-1 Are, or

2.0 1..0 L.0 5,0

Socill Criticism/Activism
Totil

hcultr

Undezgrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community
-Henreannt

0-r-----4;

1

.-------J.I.
I

..-----4.-4,
1

;li,---,...

2.73 3.19 + .96

2.24 3.13 + .89

2.1E 3.54 +1.36

2.19 3.17 4 .98

2.13 3.03 + .90

2.18 2.82 +.44

Goal Stqtenents 43, 46,

49, 53

.

411r..--1, :
d

43. TO p.ovide critical
evaluation of prevail-
ing practices and
values in American
society.

Total

Faculty

Ondergrad
Students'

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Commnity
Renresnnt_

2.52 3.58 41.06

2.60 3.60 +1.00

7.41 3.77 +1.36

2.50 3.65 41.15

2.12 1.39 +1.09

2.66 3.23 +.57

4.-1--ii..
.

11---;---11.

I

!

.

46. To servo as source
of ideas for changing
social institutions
judqed unjust/defective

.
Total

.
,

2.11 3.11 +1.00

2.08 1.14 41.06

2.04 3.39 41.35

2.17 3.17 +1.00

2.06 2.79 + .73

2.37 2.f6 + .29

Faculty !

40----!
Undergrad

i

Students ll0-i'
Graduate 1

Students .---14.
Admini- 1

----411stmtors .40, :

tzglit IM 1

.

49. To help students /Aar*
how to hring about
change in American
society.

_?lot

Total

Facuny

Undergrad
Students

(irnduate
Students

Admini-

stretors

nepres4ii

2.32

2.32

2.31

2.17

2.17

2.53

3.36

3.73

3.74

3.28

3.26

7.14

+1.04

+ .91

41.43

+1.11

41.09

+ .61

.

,

41-:P

1-+-.110
I

4--41e

53. To he enfn -el, as an
institution, in
working for basic
changes In Amarican
nocIety.

.

Total

Roculty

Undergrk
Students

Graduate

Students

Admini-
atrntors

Communiti
Represent

1,-_,.. r

I

:

_
1.96

1.94

1.98

1.92

2.00

1.97

:.71

2.55

1.26

;.58

P.68

l'.27

+ 75

+ .61

+1.28

+.66

i .68

# .30

__-

11---,

410.41o.

1

;

1

i

1

A

- --

.------10.

IWI
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ble 16

FREEDN4

Goal Area orI

al-dement Group

im Sancta Mil MOULD Mil Foam
or A us

1_0 2-0 1.0 AO 5.0 I
'SHOULD (Alsorei
i n2 lb lori..

Freedom

Total

Faculty

Undergrod

Students

Graduate
andante!

Admini-
strators

Commit
Represent

4 Ommorlo

i

!

0.....11,

t

40------ip

rm.m
3.22 3.65 +.43

3.43 3.85 + .42

3.17 3.92 + .75

2.97 3.36 + .39

3.20 1.58 + .18

2.87 :.82 - .05

Goal Statements 54, 57,
60, 63

!

di-'*10

i

4---11,

54. To snsure that
students Aro not
prevented from
hearing speakers
with controversial :Students

point of view.
'Graduate
1Studenta

.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad

Admdmi-

stratora

Community
Represent

, 3.32 3.82 +.50

3.45 3.95 + .50

3.36 4.04 + .68

3.04 3.54 + .50

3.32 4.00 + .68

s
3.10 3.19 +.C9

n-,-IP

10.-...e

!

.

4------1.
;

1

,t-.2

Total

57. To ensure faculty/
stwlente freedom to Faculty
choom own lifestyle
(living arr., personal Undergrad
appesr.) Students

laradnate

Students

Admini-
-stratore

Community
jalresent

4.m."
1 ww,-Ii.

.

; 11t-4r

r .
.

t

3.12 3.48 + .36

3.29 '1.58 4- .29

3.14 3.26 4 .72

3.04 3.41 + .17

3.00 3.32 +.32

2.70 :.68 - .02

4-0.
!

1

ilb--0

i

4 ;

60. To place no estrict.
ions on off-campus
political activities
by faculty or students

.

otal

acuity

ndergrad
tudents

duate
tudents

mini-
trators

ity

Present
re

.

'.
i 0--40

i

. ..----.0.
;

t

!

! .

ii

e
:

:

3.12

3.35

3.14

2.80

3.16

2.57

3.41

3.70

3.77

?.S1

3.32

P.40

+ .29

+ .33

+ .63

+ .01

+ .16

- .17

fr

-

63. To protect right of
faculty to present
unpopular or contro-
versial ideas in the
clasnroom.

.

'Mal

&colt'

.Indergrad

44 udente

3raduate
itudents

Admini..

atratore

2ommunity
Represent

i dommirom40

'

'

3.31

3.62

3.05

3.00

3.32

3.13

3.88

4.18

4.00

1.69

3.68

3.00

+ .37

+ .56

- .95
.

+ .69

+ .36

- .13

i

i

,

11,--
i

!

1--40

,

iOD
1- -- -

,



Table 17

DEMOCRATIC GOVERNAME

tioml Area or
Stnterant

.

Grmlp

irrtanoe Vitgti SHOUR:BE411.)Extali !ban

No or N/A
1,0 2.0 10

IT
18 IS

snuula Icliscrep:,

DE (t)or(-

r

Democratic, Governance,

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community
Representt

4.......-0.

I

1

_
2.95 3.79 + .84

5.?1 3.88 + .67

2.68 4.0:07 +1.39

2.73 3.63 + .90

5.09 3.83 4 .74

2.80 3.10 4 .30

Gail Statements 55, 581
61, 64

a

o

-!--.010
----.0a..r,

1

.

55. To creste a aystem of
e....mpus governance

genuinely responsive
to concerns of all
on campus.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad,
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community
Represent

'fiy--8,,
.

a......40.

1.96 + .94

7.29 4.02 + .73

1.63 4.21 +1.58

2.64 3.73 +1.09

3.42 4.16 + .74

2.97 3.42 +.45

....-.0...
i

+-"° '

58. To levelop arrange-
remits for student/

facultpladminis. to
be significantly

involved in campus

.-overnment.

3,14 5.86 + .72

3.58 3.92 + .54

2.95 4.07 +1.12

3.00 5.70 + .70

1.21 4.00 + .79

2.0 5.30 4 .47

Total

Faculty
.

Undergra4 i

Students

Graduate 1.-----4,
Students

1

Admini-
' 4------./0stratOre
i

Communit$.

Represent 44-

61. To decentralize
decision making on

the campas to the
greest extent
fraible.

Total

Faculty

Undergrai

Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community

Rreeenter

4.4110....i.

i
.

2.70 3.28 + .58

2.96 3.37 4 .41

2.52 3.69 +1.17
- ,

2.40 7.15 +.75

2.79 3.37 + .58

2.45 2.27 - .18

:

.
i

0+"40
i

40
i1,

64. To ftsmure thnt every-
ono mmy lAriicipate/
to repr esented In

making decisions
affectiag them.

Total

Faculty

Undererat
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Communitr
Represe0

2.96 4.06 +1.10

3.19 Z.19 +1.00

2.61 4.33 +1.72

2.8S 3.92 +1.04

2.95 3.79 + .84

2.93 1.42 4 .49

ii 110

.

1 0--ip,
!

1

6!"--
i

4----p,
1

i

iiroulp
1

45' 4 0



Goal Arca r
Statement

Community

Goal Statements 56, 59,
62, 65

56. To mal:tain climate
'Aare faculty wait-
mot to goals of in-
stitution is as strong
as career cormitaent.

Total

F4culty

o or
1 0

/6b/e

cotatarr

2tio rance /SRO HORD Bliailk

2 0
1

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Student,

Admini.
strators

Community

Total.

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

ComaunitY
Represent

A_

59. To maintain climate of
opan/candid coomunica-
tiou throa.fficut the

organizational

struoture.

I 62. To anis:taint campus
climate in ubich
diffarencec of opinion
can be aired nenly
rad amicably.

Total

,Faculty

Undergra414

Students

Graduate
Studants

Admini.
strators

Community
Represent

[Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

65. To.saintain a climate
of mutual trust and
re.pect among studente/

faculty/adainistrators.

Graduate

Students

Admini.
etrators

Communitp

Total

Sm
6

2.94

"Jr'.
;

fb,11.

4.18

scrap
+ or -

+1.24

3.10 4.32 +1.22

2.73 4.15 +1.42

2.73 4.03 +1.30

7.88 4.18 +4.30

4 .r9

2.75 4.0!) 4103

2.80 4.11 +1.31

2.70 4.44 41.34

2.67 3.92 +1.25

2.53 4.16 +1.63

2.7 4.19 0.32

; 4111"."11111.

11011110

2.90

3,09

4.18 +1.28*

4.36 +1.27

2.68 6.16 +1.48

2.52 3.96 +1.44

2.95 4.26 +1.31

3.03 3.77 + .74

3.16 4.13

3.43 4.28

2.89 4.22

2.76 4.04

111,

3.26 4.05 + .79

3.10 3.61 + . 51

Faculty

Undergrac,

Studento

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Commit
Repress*

womom...

ier=mmai
emarrin.fter.,Ow

693

3.07

2.63

4.32

6.52 +1.45

1,19 +1.56

fl .3941

2.96 6.19 +1.23

2.79 4.26 41.67

3.13 6.10 4 .97

36. 41



Table 19

INTWACTJALAMITHITIC INVIIKNONT

I:

Gcnl Area or
Stliement Group

its=s; MOW MOO Moon

tie r g- ,sr a A Lag
-

IntLLmIel/AnatheLic
TOtml

10:lenity

Undergred
Students

Graduate
Students

A4mini.
stratbra
Community
Roinrasent

S 2.73 4.04 +1.31

2.76 4.70 +1.44

2.66 3.95 +1.29

.81 4.04 +1,23

2.55 3.99 +1.44

2.$6 1.73 + .87

&droll:wart

Gaol State:rents 66, 69,

73, 76 111 ie

I

I01114
s

140-4-.--0.
I

1

ill...m.mmyw
-/-...

f6. To create a climate
In which students

spend ruch free time
In intellectual/
cd-tnral activities.

Total

racu.."17

Undergra
Students

Graduate
Studmats

Admini -

strators

Communit
i.., .,

4..-.D,
2.41 3.80 +1.39#

2.41 4.13 +1.72

2.29 ?.64 +1.35

2.48 3.46 + .98

2.26 3.79 +1.53

2.72 3.37 + .65

.

'

.

1

I

C-;-10
:

!

69. To create n climate
whore students and
feculty easily and
informally discuss

id,as nnd Interests.

.

Total

Fnculty

Undorgrad

Students

Grnduatt
vItudents

Admini..

strators

Cormunit
s n

...... 2.80 4.01 41.27

2.95 4.12 +1417

2.61 4.05 +1.44

2.92 4.23 +1.31

2.42. 4.00 +1.58

2.90 3.87 + .97-

4...............

I

10-=--/se
1

s

41"--r-o'
1

40.-.........m.

'Total

73. To sponsor ench year
a rich progrqo of
cu/Aural events,

e.g. lectures,
concerts, art
exhibits.

3.16 4.08 + .92

3.C9 4.72 +1.13

3.23 4.02 + .79

.

3.12 4.13 +1.01

3.2F 4.06 + .78

3.73 1.77 + .54

1
FAculty 1!...--e.
Umdergra

i

Students 1 0-------01.
I

Graduate ! ii--.0,Students :

Admini. i.

41*-----,410etrators i

I

CtAmunit'i
Repreaeni

Total

76. To create an insti-
tution known widely Fleulty

as Intellectually
exciting and Undergra/

stimulftting place. Students

Graduate
Students

Admini.
strutors

Communi4
Bepresen:

ft-------...

4---1
2.55 4.19 +1.6410

:.60 4.33 41.73

'..50 4.09 +1.59

2.72 1.36 4.1.64

7.22 4.11 +1.89

2.59 1.90 41.31

1
i

1

s-1".. .

I.

iOr---10
I

I

4°-!'b'- ....!--...,



Gocl Arca or
Stn tement

Table 20

INIMAT1011

Innovetion

Goal Statenents 67, 70,

74, 77-

Total

Faculty

Undergracf

Students

Graduate
Students

Adniini-

strators

Goleaunity

Represent
6_44.

2.59 3.79 +1.20

2.64 3.74 41.10

2.49 3.92, 41.43

2.51 3.148 +1.37

4.06 +1.68

3.45 1 .62

67. To build campus
tltTTrite where con-,

tinuous educational
innovation is
acce:sted as insti-
tutional way of lift.

70, To experiment with
difeerent methods
of evelulting and
grading student

performance.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

GommunitA
Represent

Total

Faculty

Undergrad

Students

Graduate
Students

Admini.
strators

4ummunity
Represent

°r''1111P

2.68 3.86 +1.18

2.67 3.c0 +1.23

".%62 3.73 41.11

2.64 3.PS +1.24

2.47 4.::1 +1.74

3.00 3.76 4 .76

2.60 3.66 +1.06

2.77 3.51 + .74

2.36 4.09 41.73

2.56 1.73 41.17

41.50

2.73 1.13 4 .40

2.39 3.89

74. To experiment
with new ways of

individualized
instruction such
As tutorials, flexi-
ble scheduling, etc.

77. To croate procedures
ro that curricular
-rd instructional
innovations may be
racdtly initiated.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Commit
Reproseni

41111.1il:111.

2.52 ;.70 +1.18

7.441 3.56 +1.08

2.61 1.01 1140

2.35 3.04 41.61

".22 3.94 41.72

240 3.40 + .60

'Total

Faculty

Undergnd
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Communitr
Repreeent

43 -38-

2.56 3.93 44.374

2.63 3.99 41.36

2.39 3.94 +1.55

2.50 3.96 +1.46

2.42 4.18 *41.76

2.79 3.52 4 .73

11



teXpit. gi

OFF-CAMPUS MMHG

Coal Area o
ILateront

&erten°. Iiirs SHOULD DEri9 Mean

USHOULD rammed
AR Wort-

1111, 8r WA mum High Bd. MIMI
2,0 5-P Is

I

OMeartue Learnjnr

Total

Faculty

Undergradd
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Comnatitity

1.04.11144.
2.00 3.02 +1.02

2.01 2.70 +.69

1.93 3,58 +1.65

1.95 3.09 +1.14

2.06 1.17 +1.11

2.15 p.76 +.61

Goal lt4tements 68, 72,
75, 78 iii,,11rep

=m;1111

68. To enact:ref:A studants

to apend Are off
campus (study abroad,
usTA) for academic
credit.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

ComPAnit
Itaripiumn

2.31 3.56 41.75

2.42 3.36 .94

.11 3.97 +1.66

2.23 3.69 +1.46

2.32 3.72 41.40

2.45 3.14 + .69

1

.:..4.1==40
1

11...ropelP

71. Tr participate in
ratuork of colleges
sc students, by plan
may study on several
campuses.

Total

Faculty

Undergra

Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Corrunit
Itopt.Aaan

2.15 3.29 +1.14

.P.24 1 .74

2.04 3.84 41.60

2.00 1.54 +1.54

P.33 3.37 11.04

2.07 2.90 + .83110011'i

75. To award the BA/AA
decree for supervised
study may from
campus-extension
ccrroopordence.

Total

faculty

Undergrae
Students

Graduate

Studenta

Admini-
strators

Cormunits
Represon1

1.92 2.90 +.96

1.76 Z.37 + .61

1.8 3.60 +1.62

2.06 1.2.4 +1.16

1.84 ''.94 +1.10

1.17 2.87 + .70

411,----new

41010'

410."11.

78. T.. '11A rd sore PAAA
de4rees solely on
bnlia of perforrence
en la acceptible
exerination.

Total

Fnculty

UnderCr

Students

Graduate

Students

Admini-

ctrutors

Corrunit

1.64 2.32 + .68

1.60 2.oe 4 .48

1.58 2.93 +1.35

1.50 1.88 I .38

1.74 :'.63 + .89

1.90 :.13 + .2)

fh=.=1/.

11.01P

w.

44



Table 22

ACCOURTABILITTAFFICIIINCT

Goal Area or
Stotement Graup

- .nce I$ = SHOULD B11010. Vean

° ?r
P. 8;uis

0 DER!

-

Accountmtaiity/Efticieney

total

?}Acuity

kindergrad

.

i

1111-1°

2.88 3.58 + .70

3.02. 3.50 + .48

2.67 3.60 + .93

2.86 3.51 + .65

2.71 1.82 41.11

2.96 3.68 4. .72

Goal Str.tements 79, 81,

83, 87

,

etudents

Praduate
5tudents

Adnini-
strators

Community

bucasant,

1

.

414.--,.

i

i

46-1.-..0.

1

4,---4i . -_,
79. To qpply cost criteria

in deciding among
ratermtive academic
and non-academic
programs.

.stratorm

441

Faculty

1Undorgred
,Studente

Graduate
Students

Admini-

Coreminity

okire-111011--

4.;

1

41.-.1...

-+
1

40 I

et

2.95 2.84 - .11

3.20 2.59 - .61

2.68 3.05 + .37

2.75 2.64 - .11

2.89 3.05 4 .16

2.90 3.23 +.33

Total

Si. To regularly provide
ev:Innee that the Fneuity

1ngtitution is actually
achieving its stated Undergrad
golly,. Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community
tRepresent

.

2.66 3.93 41.27

2.73 4.04 41.'1

2.47 3.75 +1.28

7.72 1.F8 +1.16

2.32 4.16 +1.84

2.97 3.24 .1. .87

p

-.

83. To Iv concerned about
the riciency ithe w
which corege opera -

titnn .r.. conducted.

_..,

.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strUtors

Community

2.80 4.03 +1.23

2.74 3.97 41.23

2.71 4.07 41.36

3.04 3.96 +.92

%.6.3 4.21 0.se

3.03 4.07 +1.04

dRepresent
b

27. To le leeountable to
fundinA uourcee for
the effectiveness
of colleen programs.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community
&premed

I

411~-40.

4

t

3.11 3.51 +.40

1.42 1.19 - .01

2.82 1.52 + .70

2.92 3.56 4 .64

3.00 1.84 + .84

2.93 3.60 + .67

-40- 45



Table 23

MISGELLARFOUS Gotta

Gosl Area or
.1tatement Group

,.... &An

S' 8 11/8
' Ext.Hi.

. . 0 IS iiiiii14141

12. To ensure that students
who graduate achieve
some level of reading/
writing/Math competency

.

Total

Faculty

Undergred
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini -

strators

CommanitY
Renreeent.

lem..-.....---gp

0.---...

3.03 4.07 41.04

2.86 4.22 41.36

3.19 388 + .0

3.04 3.59 4 .55

3.11- 4.26 +1.15

3.23 4.23 41.00
l

,

.0.-.....1.

.lep........

: ...--0.1

1 0......40.

71. To ',fork forbaintaln
a large degree of
institutional autommay
in relation to
governmental educa-
tional agencies.

----------dneaoz

Total ...
4 1-2.47 3.45 + .98

2.49 1.75 41.26

2.29 3.38 +1.09

2.71 2.96 4 .25

2.17 3.61 41.44

2.73 3.00 4 .30

, .

I

Faeuity 0.--.4----ev
1

Ondorgrad 1

Students
.P.001.

4

Graduate
Students

Admini- I410+111111
stratora ;

Comunity 2

80. To maintain or work
for a reputnble
standing for the

institution within
the academie world.

Totx1

Faculty

Ondergrai
Students

Graduate
ntudents

Admini-
etrators

Communi

Re wort

1.23 4.01 + 08

3.17 4.12 + .95

3.32 3.86 4 .54

1.35 4.15 +.80

2.89 4.21 41.32

3.37 3.71 4 .34

............

4 '

1. 6.-.--ge.1

I

lip44....10.

.eli
G.-10.

82. To carry on it broad

end vigorous program
of extra -curricular
Activities snd events

for students.

Total

Faculty

Undereme
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
stratmrs

Community
Represent

414......, I.
3.12 3.74 +.62

3.23 3.67 + .44

2.98 4.05 41.07

2.92 3.37 + .45

0.11 3.74 4 .ia

3.23 3.65 4 .42

...1

I 41.eire

.

;

411.-11"
4

1

*-1 --
.

-

i 111"..411'

84. To be orren1zPil for
Phort, redium, and
long»range planning
for tho total insti-
tution.

.

Total

Faculty

Undergrie

Students

Graduate
Students

Adv4n1-
otrators

Communit%
Reproseni

2.99 4.06 41.07

2.93 4.04 +1.11

3.09 4.05 4. .96

3.13 3.76 + .83

2.39 4.21 41.82

3.2.3 4.10 4 .87

11'

4----Im
4

o

4,.,

1

I 411--00.

i111p.
I

1 gm.--........



Tab/e 24

H1SCELLANEOUS GOALS
(Continua)

Ova Aren or
Stttement

11M11=FI5TMErglirli Mum

1111111 8r N A ill 0
HOULD Discre

I

es. T" include local
citizens in planning

college programs
thmt w$33. affect the

local eamunnity.

Total

Faculty

Undergrad

Students

Graduate
Students

strators

i: ripdrelisi 4

' 2.50 3.50 +1.00

2.60 3.56 + .96

2.36 3.32 4 .96

231 3.26 4. .95

2.21 3.68 +1.47

2.79 3.77 4. .98

1

1

*--4--er
I

11.1y.
t6,-4.40
i

41,--;---10.

e-i----

86 To excol lo Inter-
collegiate atnetic
competition.

-601:12111ti...-

Foul

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community

4mON
!

4-4
1

i

: 41,

;

i

41........ I

2.97 '.66 - .31

2.99 2.49 - .50

3.29 3.11

2.77 '.19 - .58

2.84 3.11 4 .27

2.55 2.50 - .054

I

88. To create a climmte
in wb:ch ayatematic
evaluation of proems
is accepted to insti-

tutionts way of life.

Total

Faculty

ya_sa reran

"'dent°
Graduate
Itudents

Mani-
strators

Cosmurdt

2.76 '3.69 4. .93

2.1 '.59 + .68

2.56 1.79 41.21

2.49 1.56

2.32 4.05 +1.73

3.00 3.70 1 .70

;

.

-i--4,
i4110010,
iIfbi

89. To Etyetematically
interpret the nature,
purpose, nnd work of
.1 ti-e instution to
citizens off campus.

.

Total

Fteuity

Undergrad
Students

Graduate

Studonts

dmini-
strators
Community
Represent

-i'-'..
s

IP--4---Or
i

. !

2.53 3.46 4 .93

2.59 3.50 + .91

2.44 :.21 4. .77

2.42 3.42 +1.00

2.22 3.0 +1.61

2.79 1.60 + .81

-..61

i

t

....---r-....

!lb--.10.
,
i

-m.--tar

90. To nchleve comma!!
among people on
w.pus nbont the
gorls of tho insti-

tution.

-

_...

,

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
otrntors

Community
Repreoent

0------er 2.52 1.57 +1.05

2.61 3.44 + .0
2.44 1.81 +1.37

2.42 3.41 + .99

2.32 4.21 41.89

2.59 1.:9 4. .64

40-1---"

*-----I.--..

47
142m



Table 25

LOCAL MAW '411MTIOItt GOAL SWIM/
GRADUATE STUDIES

Goal Area or

.
Itltsuent Group

Im rtance _Mao mono Ela Mean

is 1 811:161%/!
No or N us Irstaigh
1 0 il to 4..o 5. o

4.1. lo !lave -prreciahlo
public Danding tor its

graduate progretu

Total

Ondergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

dmini-srstrato

treirsiti

te.-4.--.-01.
1

.

40-1---11*
?
.ilop,,

2.59 1.S2 ' +1.23

3.e2
. +1.X

2.50 3.88 41.38

2.96 3.85 + .69

2.47 3.68 +1.21

7.86 3.79 4 .93

4........

i

4"
41.1.y.

92. To offer Nestor of
ElueAtion (4.14.)
degree program in new
spocialities such as
early childhood educa*
tion und special educa-
tion.

a
.

r
2.53 ).83 41.30

2.49 3.64 41.15

2.56 4.09 +1.53

.

2.70 4.C1 +1.37

2.16 3.89 +1.73

2.64 3.71 +1.07

.e--.1Total .el

Faculty i

..--......-....0.

11..A-rgrad
1

""-' 4100,
St ud en tS

Graduato 10"----4,
Students I

Admini- 1

.4110'st rators

Community i

40ite_pr.1 peeent
-

93. To otfAr a grantor
diversity of ma ster's

degree prorrams (e.g.
environrental studies
humsnitios* sooial

science.)).

,

Total 41,.. 2.27 3.03 44.56

2.16 1.35 +1.39

2.33 4.36 +2.03

2.41 4.21 +1.80
.

1.84 3.22 +1.38

2.64 3.75 +1.11

1
.

Faculty 40..-1.....
. i

Undergracl ;410.,
Students

:

Graduate S'IlPStudents
!

Admini- ..........1.40.
strators

Communit)I
.

Re present

94. To s*alc to minimize

off-campur ;miduate
program ofterings.

Total

Faculty

Undergrnc
Stu4ents

Graduate
Students

Admini-
s trators

Community
Represent

1

440 1

1

,. i

410 !

i

414r
1

i

11--.-..410 A

2.63 7.62 - .01

2.58 2.78 + .20

3.46 2.E2 + .46

2.6e 2.46 -.23

2.94 2.74 - .20

2.S2 1.17 - .E6

95. To levote a greater
sharp of resources to
gm/It:ate programs.

Total

Faculty

llndergra

Studonts

Craduata

Students

Adnini..

strutors

Community
Swami

g.-....10.

..-10. !111

1

.

.

41H-11.
i

4."'"1--

2.43 1.13 4 .70

2.33 ?.$1 i .48

2.53 3.42 4 .89

2.65 4.00 +1.35

2.21 2.78 + .57

2.50 3.03 + 53

1

0.......

1

filmi 48
-43-
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1.0011 OPTION (NOTION: GOAL STAMM
GRADUATS STUDIO

(Continued)

Goal Area or
Statement P

Mean

o or
,

'-' 11111 Emt.High
1-0 2,0 IA 5.0

''It , Disciam
18 BE (4)ort-

m-
,-

96. To maintain graduate
programs primarily in
the areas of education
and management.

..--

Total

faculty

trndergrm

Students

Graduate

Students

Admini.
stator,

CommunitY
Represent_

abairmm,

.

4.4..4

.

3.30 7.75 - .55

3.40 7.74 . .66

3.25 2.60 - .65
-

3.35 3.16 - .19

3.32 2.63 - .69

3.00 2.79 - .21

i

;

....i...
I

. ; 4,
.

:

41 0

I

. 1
4141

...-

97. To accept the reputa-
tion of the graduate
program as one of
being of sufficient
quality.

. Afienresel

Total

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Adsdni -

strators

.

elm

I

o!.......

r-6*
4Si

I

1.91 3.22 + .31

2.85 3.14 4 .29

2.91 3.35 4 .44

2.96 3.61 4- .65

2.89 2.79 - .10

3.04 3.11 4. .07

98. To perm it students
uho do not hold a
baccalaureate degree

and uho ars not en-
rolled in a graduate
Oegroe program to take
graduate course for
credit.

Total

Faculty

Undergred

Students

Graduate
Students

Adadni-
strators

Community
Represent

4,-...0.
2.24 2.93 4- .69

2.22 2.65 4- .43

3.0 +1.27

7.00 2.96 4 .96

2.39 2.68 4 .29

2.15 2.55 4 .40

!_..e. .

i

i

..-.-+1
1.

Oftw4m 2

1

*ma. I

99. To seek to communicate
the image of the
college as ode of:.
multi-purpose insta-
tution.

Total

Faculty

Undergra

0.0........10. 2.78 3.88 41.10

Iillorr 2.e6 3.4 +.98

I 2.75 1.91 4-1.16..*--.....-.6.Students1
s

Graduate 2.0 4.04 41.23
Students

6.1...-..-----41.

Adaini.
1 2.50 4.00 41.50

strators
I

Communit* 2.71 3.69 4 .98

&area:Intl
m.-4.---...-Is.

as

Total .---er
-r

100. To eek to enter
cooperative arrange-
nents vith other
ectlagee in offering

graduate programs of
study.

2.25 1.72 +1.47

Faculty , 2.17 3.43 41.26
p.

1

Undergrad
1

2.39 4.13 41.74
Students

Gradunte

-.41.
2.32 4.11 +1.79

Students

I

Admini- 1.72 3.32 4-1.60

trators

Communi* 49 2.50 3.76 +1.26

.".mimil).Represent_ ,
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LOCAL OFT/ON QUEST/ONt GOAL STATIMOU
INSTIMIONAL

Goal Area or
Statement

I

Ta ince (/S740; SHOULD EM:11.

Is

-
mean

rionril rsIonr1151
Group 01.1 11 A lotity

14311111 4.8 eiall

111. To eet satisfactory
feedback from most
ofprofessors as to
students academie
progress.

.,Represen%

Total

Inculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini..

strators
Coomunit4e

.

2.79

2.80

2.70

2.92

2.58

3* 00

3.75

3.70

3.75

3.96

3.78

369

+ .96

+ .90

41.05

44.04

41.20

+ 69

g
.

S p

i.

.

il,-IP AmmmmmAmomm

102. TO adequetely receive
educational, vocation-
al end personal
counseling services
from tbe Counseling

Center.

TSAI l

Faculty

Undergrac
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Comunit
Represent

.

illiriIpp

!

;

!

t

141...........

3.04

3.08

3.04

2.81

3.16

3.07

3.78

3.63

3.93

3.92

3.78

3.86

+ .74

+ .55

4 .89

41.11

.I. .62

4 .79

6.404.

I

6-1-.
i

i
t

;41.-0,.

1"

emm...kr

Total

103. To provide.dynamie Faculty
special instructional
services to most of

Undergral
students (04., Students
tutorial services).

a:ado:As
Students

Admini-
strators

Communitv
__Rol:resent

Mi
......1.00.

I...r..
Z.57

2'.57

2.71

2;54

7.39

P.44

1 .19

.3.21

3.73

3.30

?.36

3.15

4.82

4 .64

14.02

4 .96

41.17

+ .71

:

i

!

..--...i..-.4..

i

-11610'
.

,
104. To supply enough

volumes of instrue-
tion-related books
in Frampton Library.

Total

Fuculty

Undergrsd

Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

CosumnitF
Reprmost,

*

..-

4 2,93

3.12

2.65

2.96

2.89

2.85

4.26

4.40

4.29

4.37

i..06

3.74

41.33

41.28

41.64

+1.41

+1.1 7

4. .89

;

;41110
10

ip,...-0.

!

11--_-...1

!

--IP1"11
...r

105. To offer financial
ails to a greater
number of students.

.

Total

Faculty

Undergrai
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini.
Anders

Community
Represen4

2.94

2.99

2.73

2.96

3.06

3.15

3.96

3.92

4.20

3.85

4.06

3.66

+1.02

4- .93

+1.47

4 .89

41.00

4 .51

11---.111.

41
1

41...-...01.

I

141.--...-go

---11.

1 50
i elle

Imm=immsr..y -45-



TaMe

LOCAL OPTION QUESTION: GOAL STATEMENT
IDAITUTIONAL

(Continued)

Goal Area or
Jtatement Crw .

Importance (IS24O' 31101)L0 ploge) Mean
o or ' n ;us . ' ig
0 2 1 0 0 , IS

SHOULD
Be

niecrep

106. To have classroom
experience under
innovative and
exciting teaching
methods.

.

Tow.

Feculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
strators

Community
Represent

2.66 4.05 +1.39

2.77 3.90 +1.13

2.41 4.20 +1.79

2.72 4.20 +1.48

2.42 4.32, ,- +1.90

2.89 3.93 +1.04

,

.

fale.
41:-....-10.

ii";.°1'
ip.1.0.

.

107. To help atudents
become aware of
their educational
potentialities.

otal

Faculty

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

admini-
strators

Community
Represent-

2.72 4.19 +1.4

2.90 4.13 +1.23

2.45 4.27 +1.82

2.65 4.15 +1.50

2.42 4.42 +2.00

2.89 4.11 +1.22

,

.

411"'+--(0"

... .....-.

!+.4-...-11

. e

all'ill'
Total

108. To ofrer diversified
baccalaureate Faculty

%PP 1.93 +1.0

3.02 3.85 + .83

2.78 4.20 +1.33

2.56 3.67 +1.11

2.56 4.76 +1.70

2.96 3.68 + .72

programs.
Undergrad 1

Students ...1-___...

Graduate
411-.-410Itudents

!

Admini- 1

etrators

Comallility

.....--
Itimote_.nt 41........0.

....---...

Total

I09. TO manage student
residence halls with

Feculty

more meaningful
educational as well lindargrad

as social experiences. Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
ntrators

Community
Repreeent

0.=11..
I

i

2.57 1.59 +1.02

3.60 +1.05

2.54 3.84 . +1.30
...

2.52 3.26 3 .74

2.74 3.83 +1.09

2.60 1.21 + .58

40.-.1.-......
i

011-A11P

1

.--...4111.
:

110+111,

Total

110. TO ,dopt a widely
open admissions

Faculty

policy.
Undergrad
Students

Graduate
Students

Admini-
etratora

Cormunit
Repreeen

:

:4 :

i

Ill.

!

6.41, :

i
m...0 :

2.61 7.79 + .18

7.68 7.62 - .06

2.72 1.15 + .43

'9.48 2.89 + .41

7.26 7.79 4. .53

7.54 2.54 0I 5 1
i



Table 29

COUCENTRAT/ONS WH/CH SHOULD BE
THE M.ED. DEGREE PROGRAM

(Item 119)

OFFERED UNDER

Actual Rank Weighted RankArea Secuential Rank

Special Education 1 1 34.1

Vocetional Education 2 2 14.0

Early Childhood Education 3 3 13.8

cn
b0 Business Education 4 4 11.2

Remedial Educatioil 5 5 8.1

Guidance and Counseling
Ihysical EducPtion 6 7 5.0
English

Music 7 9 3.4

Speech Correction 8 10 0.5



CT

Table 30

00HGENTRATI0NS WHICH SHOULD BE OFFERED UFIDER
THE M.S. DEGREE FROGRal

(Item 120)

Area Seuuential Ronk. * Actual Rank Weiohted Hank

General Vknagement 1 1 24.S

Public School Management 2' 2 22.8

Hospital Administration 3 3 13.7

Small Business Nanagement 4 4 12.8

4--

Personnel Nhnarement 5 5 11.7

Higher Education Management 6 6 7.0

Government Administration 7 7 3.4

Production Eanagement 8 8 . 1:5

International Business 9 9 1.4

Financial Management 10 10 1.0,



Table 31

MASTER OF ARTS CR YASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE PROGRAM
THE COLLEGE SHOULD OFFER

(Item 121)

Degree Program Secuential Rank Actual Rink Weighted Rank

Environmental Studies 1 1 21.4

Computer Science/Data Processing 2 2 18.7

Guidance and Counseling 3 3' 17.1

Social Work 4 4 16.5

Biology 5 5 11.0

Political Science 6 6 3.8

Eistory 7 7 3.5

Modern Foreign Language 8 8.5 3.0
Music ,

Physical Science 9 10 2.0



Table 32

RANKTNO OF CURRENT AND PROSPECTIVE UNDERGRADUATE MAJCR FIELDS BY TOTAL SAMPLE*
(/tens 122, 123 and 124)

moor
Sequential

Rank
Actual
Rank,

1.pmmlm

Weighted

Environmental Studies
1 1 11.3

Special Mucation 2 2 8.6

Business Admin*stration 3 3 8.1

Computer Science 4 4 7.8

Recreational Education 5 5 7.5

Human Services 6 6 6.4

Liberal Studies
Philosophy

7. 7.5 3.6

Psychology 8 9 3.2

Mathematics 9 10 3.0

Butiness Education 10 11 2.7

3conorics 11 12.5 2.6
English

:usic and MUsic Education
Physics

krt and Art Education

12 14.5 2.5

Child Education 13 17.5 2.2
Health and Physical Education
Sociology

Communications
General Science 14 21 1.9
Physical Science

Chemistry
Speech and Drama

15 23.-5 1.8

Social Science 16 25 1.6

Elementars Education 17 26 1.5

Geology
History

b 27.5 1.0

French 19 29 0.5

Spanish 20 30 0.4

.,..=11111111
liThe tatae above represents ihe composite
122, 123 and 124 of the I.G.I. questionnaire. Faculty, undergraduate and graduate
students, staff and community representatives were asked to indicate which among
thirty najor fields of study should be offered at the coliege.
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SUMMARIZED MOULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

20.12 Coal AMA NamidAL91.1glagESM

Accordirg to the size of means and discrepancy scores, goal areas are rank-

ordered from the highest in each column. The idea on Table 2 was to look at the

"IS" column first. This column spells out what the top five goal areas are,

as ranked by means. As far as *what is" is concerned, this tells us,what are

the most as well as the least prevalent goal areas on the campus. The least

five prevalent goals on the list begins with Social Criticism/Activism. Then,

to mention the first five on the "SHOULD BS" list as compared with the first

five on the "IS" list, and the last five on the "SHOULD BE" list as compared

with the last five on the "IS" list, note the discrepancy between "what is" and

"what should be" because the overlap is very evident with the latter five goal

areas in each column. However, the same overlap does not exist with the top

five goal areas in each of the two lists (*IS" and "SHOULD BE").

In the "IS" category, the top five goa.1 areas from the highest are Freedom,

Academic Development, Demol-atic Governance, Community, and Accountability/

Efficiency. If we compare these to "SHOULD BE" and "DISCREPANCY" rankings, the

. rankings of these top five goal areas currently given the most important priority

ty the College community do not show the same rank-orders in eich column. For

instance, Freedom, in the "IS" column, perceived the most important goal area by

the College community, is now falling to ninth,from the top of twenty goal areas.

In the "DISCREPANCY" column, Freedom is the last, which would seem to indicate

that the amount of freedom given to the college community now is highly satis-

factory. It is approaching the e.,sired form, as far as a feeling of freedom

exists on the campus and what people think should exist. The evidence is that

those two elements are very close together.
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If we look at the "DISCREPANCY" column, the top largest discrepancy scores

fall in the goal area of Intellectual Orientation with +1.46. This swans that

the college should strive further to put.more effort into the area of Intellect-

ual Orientation. This is followed by Individual/rersonal Development, Intellect-

ual/Aesthetic Environment, Gassunity, Innovation, and so on. All of these are

the top five goal areas with the largest discrepancy scores in order of rank.

There are two identical discrepancy scores in categories of Humanism/Altruism

and Vocational Preparation with 41.19. These could be regarded as important

as Innovation. However, Freedom, Traditional Religiousness, Accountatdlity/

Efficiency, Social Egalitarianism, and Academic Development are already receiving

sufficient emphasis by the college community in ',ram of what they should be.

This represents perception on the part of all those individuals, based on

a summing of responses to individual items falling within these different goal

areas. It needs, however, to be pointed out that these means are based on the

.

total sample which is comprised, to a large sxtent, of faculty. These resulte

are pretty much affected by the magnitude of the subgroup sise. Faculty membera

comprising 41 percent of the total sample would affect that much proportion of

opinions and perceptions int() *SHOULD BE" and 'IS" goal areas, as compared to

administrators (8%) and graduate students (12%): The total picture is not

.s%rictly based on a stratified proportional sampling. It is somehow biased.

However, as a total, it reveals much relevant information which would provide

basis for the college paanning andgfUrtherifbr the establishment of goal priorities

in the future.

TaOle 23 kabala Igyskumant

Both faculty and administrators have the lowest flIS means and the greatest

"SHOULD BE* means. Yet all constituent groups have *IS" means above 3.0 (mil=

importance) for the goal area. Student groups do not demonstrate much

in the way of discrepancy scoree in this goal area, whereas faculty and admin-



istrators provide the greatest discrepancy soores. This evidence uould seem to

imply that these two constituent groups are manifesting their aspiration toward a

higher level of Academic Defelopment.

This Table presents about the WM pictures across the board for four goal

statements. One point needs to be emphasized that goal statement ly "To help

students acquire depth of knouledge in at least one academic discipline," has one

of the ten highest "SHOULD BB" means of all goul statements for the total group.

Goal statement 9, "To hold students to high standards of intellectual performance,"

is regarded, in the eyes of the faculty, not so important currently, but should be

treated as a high priority goal statement.

Table As Intellectual grientatign

Hangesof tuo discrepancy scores are among the ten largest of all in this

table. Ranges and variability of all goal statements for all subgroups are

substantially larger than other tables throughout all goal statements. In

general, all constituent groups ere moderately satisfied with the priorities

currently given to intellectual orientation of goal area. However, there is a

still further distance we should reuch to come up to the expecting or aspiring

level of achievement on this campus. If ue look at the picture here, the

"IS" means are about the level of medium importance across the board. .However,

the "SHOULD BE" means are all very high --mostly above 440. Great significance

is given this :!rea uhich comprises four goal statements as shown in this table.

Needless to emphasize, intellectual orientation is generally regarded as the

top priority goal area as reflected in the opinions of all respondent groups.

The distance ue have to go forward to reach the level ue aspire is the largest

of twenty goal areas, or of ninety goal statements. The greatest discrepancies

from "IS" to "SHOULD BE" are shown in the items in the goal area of Intellectual

Orientation. AluJet all discrepancies for all constituenoies across all four

goal statements are ranging from at least 1.0 to 1.5 for the goal area. The

-53-
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asteriske indicate that the "SHOULD BE" means for the total group for thons four

goal statements are among the higheat ten "SHOULD BB" means, and two goal state-

ments received the number signo which indicate that those are among the ten

highest discrepancy ocores. It should ,be pointed out that this table is very.

significant and different from'others, which requiree more concentrated attention

to this area.

One might be able to interpret the responeen to goal statements 5 and 10

as a very strongly perceived need to lore fully motivate the student. Goal

statement 5 reads, "To increane the desire and ability of atudents to undertake

self-directed learning," and goal statement 10 reads, "TO instill in students a

lifelong commitment to learning." Both of these statemento, in our Judgment,

are related to student motivation as well as student willingness to achieve
-

higher levels of self-understanding and aspiration, as far as their learning

and intellectual development are concerned.

jhdividual ,Parsonal Development

This table presents a resembling pattern-to the preceding one.

One poosible Wan that might have been identified here is in responses

from the community repreeentatives which, across the board, yield a very similar

reoponse pattern, which ie ponitive in nature. The other sub-groupe also yield

a very similar pattern which is different from that of the community represen-

tatives. individual goal statements, for the moat part, on the "IS" dimension

are seen at around 2.5 (in that general vioinity), whereas the "SHOULD BS" means

are up aroand 4.1 or 4.2. Very large discrepancien are also found as in the

case of Table 4. Goal statemento 3, 8 and 11 have discrepancy scores that are

among the top ten largest discrepancies for all goal statements. In addition, goal

statement 3, "To help studentvidentify their own perconal goals and develop means

of achieving them," has one of the highent ten "SHOULD BE" means. This item, on

-34-
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the surfate,is closely related to some items in Table 4.

2011 6t Humanism/Altrulep

Goal statement responses within constituencies are very homogeneous from

ono goal statement to another. There is no general pattern for the entire set

of the four goal statements. However, within the particular statement, five

subgroups responded in a very similar manner per each statement. One exception

to this is that the undergraduate students in each case perceived the greatest

need for change, that is, their discrepancy scores, across the board, per goal

statement, are the greatest. Results here indicate that they feel that college

goals of Humanism/Altruism, in teims of encouraging studeMts to become conscioue

of important moral issues and things of that sort, need to be emphasised greater,

obviously in the undergraduate program.

The undergraduate Students are more conCerned about the welfare of uankind

or world peace than other constituent groups. kbst of the"B" means are falling

somewhere between low or medium importance. However, two goal statements 14 and

17, are receiving slightly higher priority than the other two. Discrepancies

across the board are somewhere from 1.0 to 1.4 on the average. This table

doesn't reveal striking perceptions or aspirations. Even if the discrepancies

indicated here are more than a moderate amount of scor!.size, constituent groups

would seem to be satisfied if a little more effort is given to this area in

order to reach the aspired level of goals.

Table 2: 24.1UnaLballtialmareness.

This table doesntt reveal much to discuss except the point that all of the

constituent groups are, in general, satisfied with "what is" as to this goal

area; and they do not express too much of a desire to achieve or expand the

level ofgoal achievement in the fUture. With moderate emphasis on this goal

area, everybody in the college community would be satisfied.



Tabae Ss Traditional poligiousnase

This particular goal area evidently is not regarded as part of the function

of a statesupported institution. Generally, the religiousness is exemplified ,

by goal statements 16, 19, 22, and 25. All of them reveal very low "IS" means,

hovering about 1.5 and "SHOULD BE" means not slightly greater than that in the main,

hovering about 2.0, slightly above and slightly lower than 2.0 (low'importance).

All of these indicate that this particular goal area is seen as one of having

very low importance for Frostburg State College, and one ,that should receive -

low importance, given the'mission of the institution.

Table 2; Vocational Prevaration

Goal statement 36, which reads, "To provide retraining opportunities for

individuals whose Job skills are out of date," is regarded as having very low

importance as well. But, with the exception of that particular item, the other

three items show Ofisiderable discre;anor scores across each of the constituent

groups in each of those three goal statements. Administrators consistently have

the highest discre;ancy scores in each of those three goal statements, and under

graduate students have the second highest discrepancy scores in each of the

same three goal statements. This indicates that vocational preparation is not

what it should be at Frostburg State College. A great deal more emphasis

should be placed on the goal of awareness for "Vocational Preparation." On

the other hand, the faculty subgroup has the lowest discrepancy score on each

of those three items, indicating that the faculty does not regard "Vocational

Preparation" as an impOriant goal as do the undergraduate students or adminis

trators. This peculiar pattern of responses between two subgroups is consis

tent for all goal statements contained in this table. Looking at the goal

area for Vocational Preparation, which is the top part of the table, the

picture, in,feneral, depicts the variancies and P4oirzt4ons of constituencies

i4,this area. The "SHOULD BE" mean of'faculty is slightly above the medium

-56-
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importance, whereas all other four constituent groups are approaching high

importance levele.

Nal 10: Advanced &Liam

Om thing that Can be diecerned from both the goal area eummary and goal

statements here ie that the administrative staff generally tend to regard

advanced training, that is, the provision and/or development of graduate

and/or profeseionallevel programs at the College, ae being of generally low

importance, and they did notshow any anxiety or aspiratione to increaee or

enhance the level of advanced training in the college community. However,

as ie vieualized in this table, graduate and undergraduate students are more

concerned about developing advanced training programa than any other oonetituent

groups. Faculty members, administratore, and community people, in general,

regard advanced training as being of low importance. Noverthelees, etudentet

needs in the area of advanced training are so clearly reflected in thie picture,

that the College ehould be more concerned about where the neede are. Goal

etatement 31, which'reads, "To provide training in one or more of the traditional

profeesione ouch ae law and medicine," ie regarded by all conetituent groupe ae

being of low importance. The opinions included in this category seam to be not

directly relevant to the mission or role of this College at thie time.

However, goal etatement 32, which reads, "To offer graduate programa in ouch

newer professione as engineeriaceducation, and eocial work," is regarded by

undergraduate and graduate students ae an important area for the College to

develop, idereas faculty, adminietrators and community repreeentativee awarded

this goal etatement a relatively low statue.

Table 11:. Heeearcb

Undergraduate etudents consistently have the highest discrepancy ecores

for this goal area. Although the discrepancies are not as large as those found

in the examination of eeveral of the other goal areae, they are moderately

-0-
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L.

large discrepancies on the part of the undergraduate students in particular.

In the main, it seems that the perception of the content of the items which deal

primarily with basic research in natural sciences or contract research tor

government or business, is regsrded as being of very low importance at the

College; and is regarded as having low importance in the future, as these kinds

of activities are more fullywithin the realm of a large research oriented

institution. This goal area involves doing contract studies for external

agencies by conducting basic research in natural and social sciences and

seeking generally to extend frontiers of knowledge through scientific research.

10_4 i Mestine gaga

The responses across constituencies on the "Meeting Local Needs" goal area

can be termed "middle of the road," with the vast majority of responses falling

within the range from 2.5 to 3.5, or hovering about the medium importance or

midpoint of 3.0. The four items contained within this goal area have to do

with providing educational opportunities for local.area adults, providing

trained manpower for localarea business, and the facilitation of involvement

of students in neighbarhood and community service activities. These latter two

areas exhibit generally the same pattern of response on the part of the five

constituent subgroups. Responses are from relatively low importance to medium

or moderate importance. The question dealing with the campus serving as the

cultural center in the community, on the other hand, is viewed as being of

medium importance On the'TS" dimension. But the "SHOULD BIM dimension is seen

as having high importance or possibilities for the future with the "SHOULD BE"

means about 4.0.

Table us Public Service,

In general, constituent groups revealed similar perceptions in terms of

"IS" means. This goal area is seen ourrently as being of low importance. The

"SHOULD BE" results are also resembling to "IS." They did not attach much
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importance to this goal area, lightly above the,medium iMportince. For

goal.otatement Op which reads, "To be responsive to regional-national priorities

when considering new educational programs," administrators show a discrepancy

of 2.0 from "IS" to "SHOULD as". This result with a large discrepancy score

indicates that responsiveness to this goal ie a very high miority for admin-

istrative staff members in terms of what the College "SHOULD BE" attenTting.

10_1e Us Social Unitarianism

Data here reveal that undergraduate students and, to a lesser degree, grad.

uate students give greater importance to this goal area, in terms of it should be

than do other constituent groups. In general, all constituent groups view this

as being of low importance and attach a medium level of importance to where it

should be.

The goal statement regarding "Open Admission" received smallest emphasis

of all from all constituent groups, except undergraduate students, both in terms

w'of "XS" means and "SHOULD BE" means. The goal statement 48, "Tb offer develop»

mental and remedial programs in basic skills; was attached a medium level of

importance in terms of where it is and where it should be. Educational exper-

lances relevant to interests of minority background etudents were regarded as

being of relativelr low importance. The undergraduate students, however,

put greater importance here than did others.

Table 15 2 Social Cr4ticiA_Mactiviam

In general, this goal area is viewed as a goal of low importance when

compared to others. FUrthermore, respondents did not attach much importance

to where it should be. Data and figures in this table reveal that respondents

are not so interested in the macro»society phenomena in America. Undergraduate

etudents expressed somewhat greater concern in this goal area, and the pattern

is the same throughout all the goal statements.
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Table 16: Freedom

In considering the four goal statements provided, with the exception of

graduate students on one statement and community representatives on two state-

ments, all other constituent groups across the four goal statements reflect

that the dimension of Freedom presently is at 3.0 or greater. That is, the

"IS" dimension is seen as being of medium-plus importance. However, this goal

area demonstrates the least amount of' discrepancy overall of "SHOULD HE" -

This is consistent across the subgroups in that the aspiration for greater

freedom is relatively low in camparison to other goal areas. Particularly, the

community representatives view this goal area to be changed into reverse order

of direction. This means that the freedom currently provided should be reduced

in magnitude by a smaller aMOunt. Their response patterns in three goal state-

ments are all reversed orders in direction, even though the discrepancies are

rather small.

Table 17: Democratic SnimaL_Ice

In general, both undergraduate and graduate students tend to have the lower

"IS" means on goal statements. Their "IS" means tend to be at or slightly

below the medium Point. Their discrepancy scores are also different from those

of the other constituencies in that tbey are the greatest in magnitude across

all goal statements. Undergraduate tudents, in particular, have the highest

discrepancy scores and the highest "SHOULD BE" mean(' fOr Democratic Governance.

For the goal statement 61, "To decentralize 'decision making on the campus to the

greatest extent Dutiable," oommunity reapondente feel that the deoision making

on campus is at a point where it needs to be rather more centralized. With the

exception of the community representatives and the undergraduate and graduate

students on two of the four goal statements, the 641k of the responses indicate

that Democratic Governance is at least of madium imPortance at Frostburg $tats
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College and shoOld be of high importance.

Table 18s Oommunitv

This table shows that, on tha average, the constituent groups are viewing

that tha collage is putting a medium level of importance on the pal area of

Community, which comprises college climate, morale, open communication, and

trust on the campus. Out of 4 goal statements, 3 goal atatements (59, 62, and

65) for the total group, were with asterisks. This means that each of these

three goal itatements for the total group, in the dimension of "SHOULD BE" means,

are one of the highest tan *SHOULD BE* Means. The goal statement 65 is with two

signs (asterisk and number). The "SHOULD BE* mean for this goal statement ia one

of tha highest ten *SHOULD BE" means of all 90 goal statements. As well, the

discrepancy for this item is ona of the largest tan discrepancy scores of all

goal statementa. In other words, people on this campus aspire to go much fOrthar

to obtain a climate of mutual trust and respect among all constituent groups

involved in college operation.

M01112: Intelletnal/Asathatio Environment

This goal,area is characterised by "IS° means approaching the medium.point

of 3.0 and relatively high *SHOULD LiE" means on or above 4.0 with very large

discrepancies across the constituencies ranging from .89 to 1.44. Two of the

goal statements in this goal area, goal statements 66 and 76, have discrepancy

values which ars among the largest ten discrepancy values of the ninety goal

statements. In addition, goal statement 76, "To create an institution known

widely as an intellectually exciting and stimulating place,* has extremely

high discrepanoy scores ranging from 1.31 to 1.89. iire *SHOULD BE" mean for

the total sample for goal statement 76 ranks among tha ten highest of the ninety

goal statements.

One interesting point to note is that goal statement 73, *To sponsor each

year a rich program of cultural events; e.g., lectures, concerts, and art



exhibits," is seen as being of moderate importance presently. However, all

constituent groups are still aspiring to go fUrther to reach extended richness

in this area.

JWAIL22: Inncmation

One outstanding point hare is that goal statement 77, "To create procedures

so that curricular and institutional innovations may be readily initiated," is

seen in the eyes of respondent groups as a moderately important goal. However,

their level of aspiration (or diesatisfaction) with the current condition is

clearly indicated with one of the highest discrepancy scores. This means that the

group, as a total, desires to do much more. Across the board, the constituent

groups are exhibdting about the same pattern of importance AT "IS" as well as

"SHOULD BE" dimensions. However, again across the board, administrators are

exhibiting much greater discrepancy scores than faculty members. FarticularEy

AT goal statement 70, administrators' discrepancy score is 1.50, whereas faculty

is 0.74. In general, it would appear that in every instance, in terms of each

goal statements administrative staff feel a much greater need to expand and

facilitate innovation as compared to the faculty subgroup.

161411V Ditratal hmitAINE

In generals the pattern depicted in this chart indicates that off-campus

learning is regarded as having low importance at the present time at the College.

With the exception of goal statement 68 and possibly goal statement 72, off=campus

learning is seen as not being of high importance for Frostburg State College,

especially in the involvement'of degree programs, extension courses, and on the

basis of examination and experience criteria.

ALAI z Accot.zfficieuitabitrinc

It would seem that generalities such as achieving goals of and concern with

efficiency evoke very positive kinds of responses from all constituent subgroups

in terms ef "where the college ie" (around the medium point), and "where the
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college should be" (close to or approaching 4.0 or higher). However, 'then the

particular goal statement deals with a specific area such as "cost criteria"

or "accountWlity in particular funding areas," there is more in tho way of

carefUl or cautious evaluation on the part of the subgroup. Data revealed that

faculty members are opposed to applying cost criteria to decide among alternative,

academic, and/Or non-academic programs. Graduate students are opposed to "cost

criteria" as well. Administrators are favorably disposed, but to a very slight

degree. In the area of accountability to funding sources for program effective-

nese --the fhculty again feels that this is a relatively important area at the

present time; but this importance should be perhaps slightly diminished, utereas

the other subgroup* feel, to moderate extent, that it's importance, presently

held at the medium point, hould be increased. There is an espiration exhi-

bited that we should be more efficient andeffective in achieving college goals

and in college operations.

Tabaek a mg, uk: Itisoellantous

Tables 23 and 24 contain the results for the ten "Miscellaneous Goal State-

ments" contained in the Inventory, but not included in any of the twenty goal

areas. These goal statements are somewhat independent of others and important

enough to be included in this Inventory. However, their contents are not

directly applicable to be included in any of the goal areas. The ways of inter-

preting results pertaining to these "Miscellaneous Goals" are the sake as those

appaicable to other goal areas and goal statements.

One can make the logical reduction to a greater or lesser degree that

goal statements: 84 (having to do uith planning), 85 (having to do with citizen

involvement in planning), 88 (systematic evaluation), 89 (interpretation of

college purposes and work of the institution to citizens off campus), and

90 (the achievement of consensus with regard to college goals), can be regarded

as a constellation of items centering around the concepts of planning, evalua-
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tion, goal setting, and articulation of goals. The pattern of responses among

the constituencies, with regard to this constellation of itenm, indicates theA

administrative stAff, in genera! feel that our activities along these dimensions

currently are at a relatively low ebb. Their high discrepancy scores indicate

great aspirations for the future to improve and to heighten the a .1rtance of these

activitie. This is consistent aorosts these five nal statements. The faculty

members tend to regard most of theas areas as being of medium importance at the

presenttime, and of being moderate to high importance for the future.

Goal statement 12, reading,"To ensure that students who graduate achieve

some level of reading, writing, and mathematic competency," is viewed as

currently being of medium importance by all the constituencies. Bat they- .

attached, on the average, high importance to this goal ..,zea. An interesting

fact to note is th4t studente ,. both undergraduate and graduate, attached less

importance to the "SHOULD BE" dimension of this goal than other groups --faculty,

administrators, and community representatives. Ferespttons of-five corstituent

groups split into two different patterns.

Tables a and 261 ;ALA Option 2111tion: Graduate Studies

Tables 25 and 26 present the responsef; to ten items prepared by the ad hoc

committee of the Graduate Faculty, which is dealing with the goals and objectives

of the graduate program. What follows represents a brief summary of the responses

to these items.

In the first place, students seem to be telling us that we need to be doing

more with regard to finaacial support, access to and introduction of new pro,*.ams.

Other constituent groups, in general, are less expressive than students. In

general, it.is believed that the ;kliegs should be dcdng much more to introduce

new educational specialtietin the M.Ed. degree procrao as well as diversify

our program' 20 4.. 4it is also believed that the College should be doing much

antering 000perative arrangements with other institutions.
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At the same time, however, with the exception of graduate students and under-

graduates to a lesser degree, the same positiveness in direction is not evidenced

in terms of supplying graduate programa with a larger proportion of College

resources. It is one thing to be eager to do new and 4igferent things. ft is

quite another to be willing to pay for it at the oxpanse of other programs.

The quality of the graduate progrta is perceived to be generally at the

medium point with some need for improvement, 'although not a great need. The

faaulty, administrationiand graduate students feel that the College should demon-

strate soma diversity in programming as evidenced in goal statement 96. This

feeling is reflected in several other items and generally serves to provide

the °theme" of response to these lcoally prepared items for graduate studies.

MigAtiUOMAL2.4.1 10.-1.1 Option Questions:. Institutional

Tables 27 and 28 present perceptions ("IS") and opinions (NSHOULD BEN) of

the respondents to ten question items prepared by the writers, which pertain to

various institutional services and specific objectives of sub-units of the

College. Each iter is'independent of others, and needs to be treated separately.

Sumearies of items are briefly provided in the following remarks.

It appears that, in general, students are getting a fairly satisfactory

amount of feedback from most of the faculty members aa to their academic

progress. However, the respondents express opinions that greater importance

must be placed on this goal.

A similar result to the preceding item is found in the counseling service

area. Goal statement 102, 0To adequately receive educational, vocational,

and personal counseling services from the Counseling Center,N presents that

all constituent groups view the importance currently given to this goal is more

than medium importance and , ,arther placed high importance on the "S1i06LD .BESI

dimension.

Data pertaining to goal statement 103 show that constituent groups viewed
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the area of "Special Instructional Services" as low importance on the "IS"

dimension ank medium-high importance on the "SHOULD BE" dimensions. The under-

graduate students regarded this area more importantly than others.

It would seem that all constituent groupe except community representatives

'emphasized that the College should be placing higher priority on providing enough

volumes of instruction-related books in the Framptom Library. The magnitude

of the "SHOULD BE" mean is the same as one of the ten largest contained in the

ninety goal statements. Data here indicates that this item needs to be considered

as one of the high priority items.

The undergraduate students expressed'greater interest in the area of student

financial aids. They are more ooncerued about the College's offering financial

aids to a greater number of students than other groupo..

It is believed that the College ehould devote much more emphasis: to

providing innovative and exciting teaching-learning experiences; to help students

become aware of their education potentialities; and to offer diversified

baccalaureate programs. Goal Statement 107, "To help stucients bwome aware oftheir

educational potentialities," again received the "SHOULD BE" mean as high as one

of the ten highest soores of the ninety goal statements.

Faculty members, undergraduatee, and administratore indicated that the

residence hall experienoe should be medium-high importance. The item pertaining

to open admission policy is viewed by the respondents as that the current open-

ness is about the maximum level the College should open. The faculty revealed

that the direction of the openness of current admission practices should bo

reversed.

Tablegia, 12, mint atoluate Studies_Frogram

Tables 29, 30, and 31 provide gunneries of items which asked respondents

to select those graduate program directions in which the College should be mcming.

The three tables tell their story with little ambiguity. Table 29 reveals that
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the N.M.. degree program should be concentrating on'new and different areas such

as Special Education. Table 30 reveals that General Managemint should be, in

a continuing sense, the main emphasis of the M.S. in Management program. Table

31 indicates that, given the ten areas included, new masters degree programs

should be developed in the science-oriented and applied areas such as Environ-

mental Studies, Computer Science, GuidEnce and Counseling, Social Work, and

Biology as opposed to other areas. The findiugs of iablea 29, 30, and 31 are

aonsistent.with the responses of goal statements 91 through 100 which also deal

with graduate programs.

Table 32 presents the summary of last three items in the Inventory as

to offerings of current and prospective undergradu&te major fields. This table

is self-explanatory. Major fields ranked in the top ten, from the highest, are

Environmeniel Studies, Special Education, Business Administration, Computer

Science, Recreational Education, Human Services, Literal Studies, adlosophy,

Psychology, Mathematics, and Business Education.

Conclusions

As one night guess, it is very difficult to draw conclusions for a goal

inventory of this magnitude. In examining goal areas, we lose the variability

of response to individual items, some of which may have significant import

for the College. On the other hand, when each item is examined as a free-

standing entity one cannot truly assess the "spirit" or the "flavor" of the

institution.

What follows is an attempt to articulate the "spirit" of Frostburg State

College as revealed throush 'the Institutional Goals Inventory.

Seen as a hesltby sign ie the great value placed upon intellectual orien-

tation and the felt need for greater movement toward the heightening of the

importance of this goal on the campus. It has been clearly expressed that
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the intellectual orientation should be the highest priority for the College and

that we believe there is great room for.improvement in the realization of this

goal. Along thme same lines is the collective belief that the College should

be doing a great deal more to enhance the personal development (self-confidence,

understanding, identification of personal goals) of individual students within

a climate of mutual trust and respect in a setting of intellectual stimulation.

With regard to this climate of Openness and mutual trust, it seems that we are by

no means in dangerobut we have a long vay to go before we are where we should be.

One gets the impression that the College is a rather traditional kind of

place from an examination of such goal areas as vocational preparation,

innovation, lff -campus learning, and accountability/efficiency. Vocational

preparation is actually a very important goal area for the College,but cue item

on that scale misdirected the entire scale. The importance of'this goal la clearly

demonstrated in the ordering of degree programs (tables 29-32). Newer educational

thrusts such as off-campus learning and innovation itself are not made much of.

Accountability means different things to different people. At Prostturg it

tends to mean the ability to express the value of what we are doing and achieving

albeit in non-monetary terms. There is an obvious reluctance to express

educational outcomes in dollars and vents.

There is an apparent need for planning, goal-setting, and articulation of

College goals and objectives. This need is evidenced in the contradictory nature

of many sets of responses to related items. Desires are readily expreseed in

many cases tut there is an unvillingne'ss to indicate what mast be subordinated

to those desires. A trade-off must be made and this implies a need for systematic

evaluation and planning whether one wants to or not.

With regard to graduate educationlit appears that students place a great

deal more value on the importance of this goal than do the faculty and administra-

tion, particularly the latter: This situation may result in the questiont
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*Who do we serve?*

New degree programs for the undergraduate level are shown in Table 32. If

we take the rankings in Table 32 closely, then we might think seriously about

programs in environmental studies, special education, computer science, recrea-

tional education and human services.

At the graduate level/special educAtion, vocational education, early child-

hood education, and business education^niiht be new M.I. concentrations, while

the need for M.A. and IC& degrees appears to be a confused issue since the two

most highly weighted choices have no undergraduate major. New programs again

raises the question of trade-offs. Since we cannot be all things to ell people

within the framework of a limiting economic system, we must decide what we really

should be doing and fdr whom.

The results of this investigation could provide a very good, if not excellent,

point of departure for a college-wide planning effort. If we accept external

pressures as a fact of life; if we accept the economic reality of publio higher

education as being a governmental commodity; and if we accept the concept that we,

as a College, possess the personal and collective commitment to design our future,

the time for arranging our priorities could possibly never be better.
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